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ABSTRACT
Several commentaries have been written about the role that Nature
has played in the literature of early America, including books by Hilson
Ober Clough, Hans Huth, and Norman Foerster.
ever, has

viru~ally

Each of these studies, how-

ignored a vital aspect of the Man-Nature relationship

as it was conceived and as it matured in the young nation.

the

From

beginning, the American view of Nature was influenced and often dictated
by the American view of God, and a complete picture of the role of Nature
in this nation's literature can not be gained vd thout a
also of the role of God in those same writings.

consideration

The thrust of

this

study is a consideration of the inter-relationships between God, Man, and
Nature as they were perceived and recorded by Jonathan Edwards,

Philip

Morin Freneau, William Cullen Bryant and Ralph Waldo Emerson.

These four

writers of the 18th and 19th centuries represent not only the

essayists

and po9ts of their respective centuries, but also some of the

foremost

religious, political and philosophical movements of their day.
Edwards, like many Puritans before him, viewed Nature vTith

a

critical eye, recording the intricacies of her minutest forms with

sci-

entific interest.

But more than this, he revelled in her beauties, find-

ing in them a muted reflection of the ineffable beauty and majesty

of

God.

he

Seeing in the •..torkings of Nature shadows of Divine precepts,

began to compile a catalogue of those lessons which God had revealed for
the edification of the Saints.

Puritan doctrine imposed rigid

upon the acquisition of these teachings, however.

As Edwards

these lessons, which were not new revelations of God, but rather

controls
taught,
illus-

trations of Biblical truths, could only be perceived by God's Elect
then only when God chose to reveal them.

and

iv
Freneau's view of Nature as teacher placed her in a
greater importance.

role

As a Deist, he believed that Nature did not

illustrate Biblical truths but was herself Man's Bible.

of
simply

Like a book

ready answers about life and death, Nature had been prepared in

of

advance

by a now remote God, who, having fashioned a perfect universe to

func-

tion in faultless rhythm, then sat back to simply watch it work. Rejecting the Puritan doctrine of the Elect, Freneau argued, furthermore, that
Nature's lessons were available to any individual who in

earnestness

sought them.
Like Freneau, Bryant rejected any suggestion that Nature's
crets could be understood only by a chosen few.

se-

He found instead in the

forests and mountains a vast and majestic cathedral in which an individual could reach upward with Nature in earnest and loving worship of
Creator.

But he saw in Nature, as well, an eager and sympathetic

fidant, a comforter and a guide, whose voice spoke freely to

the
con-

any

who

sought communion with her.
Emerson, the Transcendentalist, believed

that

through

the very

act of Creation the Spirit of- od flowed into and through every aspect of
Nature, making every particle in existence from the mightiest
the smallest grain of sand partakers of His Divinity.
were therefore one, sharing being within the Over-Soul.

king

Nature

Man and
And

to

since

the beginning God had thought each rock and tree and mountain into
ing, they existed as corporeal sywbols of spiritual realities.

in
be-

Nature

thus became the symbol of the Spirit, and, as Emerson chose not to
ognize the Bible as God's guideline for mankind, Nature became also

recan

individual's only avenue to God.
Each of these four men, Edwards, Freneau, Bryant, and

Emerson,

v

viewed Nature from a slightly different perspective, their views

in-

fluenced, in part at least, by their understanding of God's relationship
to His Creation.

Yet what are most striking are not the differences

their beliefs, but rather the consistencies.

Nature was for each

in
of

them, as indeed for most Americans, to be admired for her majestic beauty, preserved in her innocence, and looked to for insight into
workings of God among Men.

the
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Created with the will to question, humanity

has liberally exer-

cised the ability to doubt as well as to believe, to reject as well
to accept,

and individuals have used that questioning

as

nature to probe

the world around them in an attempt to fathom the very meaning of their
existence and of their relationship to nature and to God.
times they have imagined that at last they held the

Countless

answer

to

mysteries, but the passing of time has brought with it new

those

doubts

and

the answers which had once seemed so sure become sure no longer.
Sometimes it seems that they have tried on theories
tries on hats, first one and then another.

When they

seems to fit well, they wear it for a time and then,
has faded, cast it aside to reach for a newer one.

as

a

find one

when the
Now

by it again, though certainly not without adding

touches.

Wisely they have become slow to discard

which
novelty

and then indi-

viduals even pull an old, forgotten one from the closet, dust
and a;:,

man

it

off,

some modern

their old theories,

for who knows when such ideas might become fashionable again.

Instead,

they realize that each half-apprehended truth, each superstition, is an
important step in human awareness, drawing mankind ever upwards towards
ultimate, though perhaps never-to-be-reached understanding.

The world

of ideas, like the physical world, is in constant metamorphosis.
This was something which John Locke understood '\'tell.

In

his

"An Essay Concerning Human Understanding" he theorized further that consciousness and knowledge, learning and understanding
throughout the world at the same rate.

do

not

Human understanding

mined, he argued, by an individual's surroundings and by what
to know in order to survive.

develop
is

deter-

he needs

Because one culture does not have the same

degree of understanding as another does not make the one mentally

supe-

r

3

rior, but merely underscores the differences in their two environments.
Each environment is unique in itself, and demands unique knowledge from
its inhabitants.
Although Locke's theory was not intended to explain the phenomenon of Affierica, it does, for America was unique.

She was

a

land

of

unsettled, largely unexplored territory where the march of European civilization had yet to go; a land of vast frontiers and untapped natural
resources, an entire, unfettered continent, larger than all of Europe.
Colonists born and bred in Europe were forced to adapt themselves
completely to the rigours of the American wilderness that fellow

so
Euro-

peans were wont to accuse them of having become as barbarous and uncivilized as the land they had settled.

Yet to other Europeans,

it

was

the very savage isolation of the land which was so appealing.

In

his

"Ess0~

::c ::·

T..es Revolutions" Chateaubriand spoke lovingly of his visit to

America.
The grandeur, the astonishing melancholy of this scene
can not be expressed in human languages; the most beautiful
nights in Europe can only give an idea of it. In the midst
of our cultivated fields, imagination tries in vain to reach
out, meeting men's homes on every side; but in this deserted
country, the soul is pleased to,break forth, to lose
herself in an ocean of eternal forests • • • .1
The experience of the early Americans was then truly their own,
and it is not astonishing that while they walked shoulder to
with their English cousins for a time, in the end their ways,

shoulder
their

ideas, their goals became divergent.

lrrancois-Rene de Chateaubriand, "Essai Sur Les Revolutions,"
Recueil de tex-tes litteraires francais, ed.
A. Chassang and Ch.
Senninger,
(Paris: Brodard-Taupin, 1966), p. 48.
(Translation is
mine.)
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America

was born out

of an English maelstrom, an ever-changing

kaleidoscope of religious and political movements.

Emerging from

the

intellectual shadowland of the Middle Ages, England had careened, blinking at the glare, into the sudden illumination of the Renaissance
then spun, scarcely recovered, into the Reformation.

and

If it was

stag-

gering to learn that man was not the center of the universe and that the
solar system revolved not around the earth but around the sun,
have been even more of a shock to learn that Henry VIII, with
flourish of his quill pen, could remove the entire country

it
a

must
single

from

the

Catholic Church and make all of England Protestant.
The Act of Supremacy, far from settling things, however,

simply

brought. the controversies of the Reformation more firmly to rest on British shores.

The lines of battle were not drawn simply between

King

Henry'::; Church of England and the rebelliously loyal Catholics of
realm.

Instead the Anglicans quickly found themselves in the

his

middle,

with the Catholics on one side and the radical Protestant Reformers

on

the other.
The latter, while pleased that England had been so swiftly thrust
into the Protestant camp, became more and more concerned that Henry
the line of rulers who followed him had not moved the Anglican
far enough from Catholic beliefs.

Church

There was need yet, they felt, for

purification of the Church, a change in structure to complement
change in name.

They agreed with the basic doctrines of the

for his

instruction~

If they agreed that the Bible was given

a
its

Anglicans

but argued that the Anglicans did not always practice what they
ported to believe in.

and

purto

Man

then they should follow its teachings from the wear-

ing of their hair to the deploying of their armies.

The Anglicans

pro-

5

tested that God could not be bothered with such trifles and had provided
the Bible for guidance on major theological issues only, leaving
matters to the discretion on Man's reason.

other

Why else had God made Man a

rational being?
The major controversy, however, centered around the structure of
the Church.

Interpreting the Bible literally, the Puritans, as they had

come to be known, found what they believed to be God's divine order for
the organization of the visible Church, the community of believers.

To

them, it was clearly God's intention that it should be based not upon a
hierarchy of bishops, but upon a presbytery of duly elected elders,
the first-century church had been.

To the Anglicans, whose

as

episcopacy

was closely tied to the wealth and aristocracy of England, the

Puritan

urging for a body-elected presbytery threatened a time-ordered and comfortable tradition.

To even the irreligious, the Puritan cause sounded

anti-aristocratical and supporters came not only from among the radical
Protestant groups but from among all those who begrudged the privileged
class their special favors.
By the 1620's the controversy had become so heated that Charles
I was impelled to set Archbishop Laud the task of quelling those who did
not conform to the beliefs of the Church of England.

The

Archbishop

became so fervent in the carrying out of his duties, that his extremisms
turned popular sentiment even more against Charles I and opened the way
for his overthrow and the eventual creation of the Puritan-controlled
English Commonwealth.

It also drove countless Puritans and

Separatists

out of England and many of them eventually to America.
For those who had lost hope of ever seeing reform in the
of England, the new world offered another, far better hope.

Church

It was, for

6

the Puritans, the land of promise, Canaan, the new Jerusalem, and
sought its shores with fervor.

they

They were a people with a mission,

de-

termined that they should not fail at the task that God had set before
them.

He had chosen them to build a society based upon that

of

the

first-century church and had brought them forth from England as He
brought the Israelites out of the land of Egypt.

had

It was not their wish

to fail from fear as the children of Israel had failed.

For

as

John

Winthrop warned,
• • • wee must Consider that
Hill, the eies of all people
shall deale falsely with our
vndertaken and soe cause him
from vs, wee shall be made a
world • • • • 2

wee shall be as a City vpon a
are vppon vs; soe that if wee
god in this worke wee
have
to vri thdrawe his present help
story and a by-word through the

The Puritan doctrine was an intricate one of original sin, predestination and irresistible grace, based upon the teachings of Protestant reformer, John Calvin.

In its pure form, it did not endure,

and

yet it lies at the base of much of the religious doctrine that has
veloped since its demise.

de-

Basically the Puritans believed that God had

created Man and placed him in a perfect world, but that Man,

through

sin, had separated both himself and that world from his Maker. God,
His infinite mercy, had provided a way of salvation for Man,
the sacrifice of His only Son, Christ.

through

But while His grace was

given, it was not freely available to everyone.

It pertained

in

freely
only

to

those who were predisposed towards it, those whom God had chosen

to

receive it.

be

saved.

Man could not save himself, nor yet will himself to

Unregenerate Man became regenerate through no effort of his own,

2John Winthrop, "A Modell of Christian Charity," The Puritans:
A Sourcebook of Their Writing~, Vol. I, ed. Perry Miller and Thomas H.
Johnson, (New York: Harper and Row, 1963), p. 199.
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but by a single,

eternal

and irresistible act of

God.

God willed it

and it was so.
To sceptics, the Puritans would explain that it is not the lump
of clay which decides what it shall become, but rather the potter
fashions it.

Likewise the Creator, who fashions men, places within some

of them an inclination to turn towards Him
inclination to turn away.
arbitra~J

one.

who

and places within others the

His choice is, as far as Man can tell,

an

Nevertheless, it is only those whom He has chosen,

"elected," who will be saved.

Because their election is

they can not resist God's grace.

or

predestined,

As unregenerate men can not help

but

be damned, the elect can not help but be saved.
It is at this point that critics would argue that the
were d0nying Man's freedom of will.
self-evident.

Puritans

That Man has a free will must

If God had not created Man with the ability to

he could never have sinned in the Garden.

choose,

The Puritans, however, recog-

nized Locke's distinction between the freedom to do what one wills
the freedom to will what one wills.

be

and

Urian Oakes argued the point effec-

tively in his sermon, "The Soveraign Efficacy of Divine Providence," and
Jonathan Edwards dealt with it even more comprehensively in his Freedom
of Will some seventy-seven years later.
Briefly put, they argued that

faced with a series of

choices,
.those

an individual would be inclined to repeatedly will or desire

choices which tended in the same direction, either towards relative evil
or towards relative good.

At the time that the choice must be made, the

individual is free to do as he wills or not to do as he wills, but
cause of his willing lies not within himself, but within the

mind

God.

an

He creates each man.with an inclination to do evil, or

the
of
incli-
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nation to do good, and all of man's choices in life are based upon that
predisposition.

Man, therefore, can do what he wills, but it is God who

wills what he wills.
The Puritans held, furthermore, that an individual could
know for sure whether or not he was among the elect.

never

He could only

go

through life, acting as if he were one of the elect and hoping that

he

was right.

Remembering that a Saint would be disposed towards God, how-

ever, he could find comfort in the fact that the more inclined he was
toward doing good works, the greater the likelihood that he was numbered
among the Saints.
God, to the Puritan mind, was omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent.

Rather than the absentee landlord of Deism, a doctrine which was

to evolve later during the waning years of Calvinism, the Puritan

God

was interested and involved in the world He had created, occupying Himself in seeing that all things operated as He wished them to.

As Oakes

explained,
He doth not only stir up Second Causes to act at large, and
set them agoing, and leave it to their own
Inclination,
whither they shall go, & what they shall do: but He leads
them forth, and determines them to this, or that Object • • •
He cooperates, and workes jointly vdth Second Causes,
in
producing their Effects. As He predetermins Second Causes,
so He concurres with them in their Operations.3
They attributed everything to Him.

Good fortune was a sign

His blessings, ill fortune of His displeasure at their sin.
young seaman aboard the Mayflower, who had spent the journey

When

of

a

taunting

the pilgrims, was suddenly taken ill, William Bradford records with just
and smug satisfaction,

3urian Oakes, "The Soveraign Efficacy of Divine Providence," The
Puritans, Vol. I , p. 359.
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But it plased [sic] God before they came halfe seas over,
to smite this yong man with a greeveous disease, of which he
dyed in a desperate maner • • • and it was an astonishmente
to all his fellows, for they noted it to be the just hand of
God upon him.4
The colonists of the 17th century evidenced little appreciation
of the beauties of nature in their new homeland and it is not difficult
to understand why.

The earliest among them, those of the Plymouth Col-

ony, had been lured from Europe both by the hope for freedom to practice
their religious beliefs and by the glowing reports of promoters
John Smith.

like

But instead of the rich black soil and crystal rivers

he

had led them to expect, they were confronted with frozen streams, barren
trees and bitter cold -- New England in the dead of winter.

Before them

was no Canaan land flowing with milk and honey, but dense forests
thickets, among which lurked the strange, savage barbarians who
readier to fill their sids full of arrows than otherwise."S

and
"were

But the

sea was at their backs, provisions were low, and there was nothing
them to do but stay.

During January and February alone of that

for
first

year, half of their company perished.
The experience of subsequent immigrants was not so bitter,
none of them had cause to admire their natural surroundings.

yet

There were

fields to be cleared, crops to be planted, tended, and harvested, houses
to be built and Indians to be fought.
musings beside babbling brooks.

Little time was left for

Furthermore, such an idle interlude was

as likely to be ended by an Indian's arrow as not.
friendly one.

tans,

quiet

The land was not

a

On the contrary, she was an adversary, armed with weapons

4William Bradford,
p. 98.
Sop. cit., p. 100.

"History of

Plimoth Plantation," The Puri-
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they had only begun to learn.

Like

unregenerate Man, nature, to

Puritan mind, had been corrupted and made evil by Adam's sin,

the

and

remained a forbidding environment from which Man must wrest his

it

liveli-

hood.
This is not to suggest that the early Americans were not
aware of their natural surroundings.

They noticed, they studied,

sought to explain many of the natural phenomena around them from
ning to the sap that flowed from trees.

But the priorities,

for the Puritans, lay in matters of the soul.
Pharisees for studying

keenly
they
light-

especially

Christ never reproved the

the signs of the weather,

John Cotton insisted,

but only for being better versed in the signs of the sky than in
signs of the times.
all men.

the

The study of nature, he continued, is the duty

However, in studying it, they must not be interested in

simple facts of nature, but instead in the divine order by which

of
the

nature

is bound and which its very existence makes plain to men.
Cotton Mather sought in The Christian Philosopher to

reconcile

the Newtonian concept of an inviolate system of natural law with
Puritan concept of an all-powerful God.

the

Whenever possible God chose

to

work within the framework of natural law, he explained, but that did not
destroy His freedom of will.

When God chose to do so, He could

suspend

natural law, as He did when He parted the Red Sea, and thus intervene in
men's lives by means of miracles.

It was to be remembered,

however,

that such miracles were saved for unusual circumstances.
Though the Lord is pleased sometimes upon
great
and
important
Occasions,
to leave the ordinary
Road
of
Providence • • • yet it is
not to be imagined
that
He should
ordinarily dispense with
the course,
and
methods
of
his ordinary
Providence:
For
why
then
should
it be called
ordinary? • • • For
He will not
shew such a dislike to his
own workmanship, as ordi-
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narily to cross the
set in the World.6

Order

and alter the

course

He hath

Since it was God himself who set the world into order

and the

natural laws into play, it was only logical that He should abide
them.

Since, furthermore, all of creation was His handiwork, He

by
could

easily manipulate the laws of nature within the bounds of their propensities to teach the Saint perseverance and to bring the Sinner to repentance.
So then, every incident in life was ordained and caused by
for Man's instruction.

Him

In each facet of everyday life, in each natural

occurrence, there was a lesson to be learned if Man could only perceive
it.

The observation of a comet and the droughts and early frosts attri-

buted to it were considered visitations "By all which doubtless
Lord cal.ls upon New-England to awake and to repent."?

the

The dependence of

chickens upon their daily feeding brought to Samuel Sewall's mind

the

dependence of Man upon spiritual food and the necessity for the nourishment of his daily prayers.

In a conversation with some of his congrega-

tion, Cotton Mather remarked that proportionately more ministers' houses
had been struck by lightning "
should be in it."8

• enquiring what the meaning of

The Deists of the late 1700's were to believe

God had designed the universe, set eternal laws into motion, and
stepped back to enjoy the show.

But the Puritans were convinced

God
that
then
that

nothing in existence functioned without God's approval and concurrence.

6 oakes, p. 352.

?samuel Danforth,
Vol. II, p. 739.

"An Astronomical Description," The

Bsamuel Sewall, "Diary," The Puritans, Vol. II, p. 512.

Puritans,
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Had

the society of New England remained

static, had the

fron-

tiers of the new nation never extended beyond the Ohio Valley, had there
never, in fact, been a new nation, Puritanism might have faded
slowly from the American horizons.

more

But as the Americans pushed

west-

ward, and as the need for skilled labor ,forced the colonies to

welcome

more and more immigrants, regardless of their religious preferences, the
Puritan leaders began to lose control of the lives and minds of the people.

The Half-Way Covenant of 1657, which admitted the children of be-

lievers into the Church without requiring of them personal

confession,

and the Enfranchisement of 1691 weakened the power of the Theocracy

and

effectively removed the government from the hands of the devout.

But

New England had only begun to experience change.

and

The eighteenth

nineteenth centuries brought cataclysm after cataclysm, as the

emerging

nation was bombarded with new ideas, both from without and from

within.

By the 1700's the lone trappers of the frontier were

being

joined by increasing numbers of families, intent upon clearing land
building homes in the vast, unsettled forests.

They gathered

and

sometimes

into closely knit towns, but more often they scattered with a mile
more of woodlands separating cabin from cabin.

or

They were their own law,

their own militia, and rare was the settlement that had either school or
church.

Unlike the well-established towns to the east, most

frontier

settlements could not support a minister, and a system of circuit-riding
preachers gradually evolved.

Between those monthly visits, the settlers

were on their own to work out their own set of religious beliefs,
from the stern and watchful eyes of the clergy.

As Wilson Clough

far
con-

cludes, "All in all, the whole pattern of frontier living • • • encouraged religious separatism from a historical past and the usual

reliance

13
on self, individual experience, and private conscience." 9

It is not

surprising, then, that it was in the frontier communities that the

emo-

tionalism of the Great Awakening broke out most strongly in the
and in those same settlements that the spirit of revivalism

so

1740's

flourished

long after the fires had been banked in New England.
But the threat posed by religious emotionalism to the reason and
logic of the Puritan theology was neither the only, nor the most

momen-

tous cataclysm to shake the colonies during the eighteenth century.
growing dissatisfaction with the rule of the governors sent by
George and a smoldering anger at their lack of adequate

A
King

representation

in the English Parliament, caused an increasing number of Americans
murmer against the English Crown.

to

Men like Tom Paine and Thomas Jeffer-

son urged the colonists to throw off the oppression of the English King,
and th8 religious destiny, so cherished by the Puritans, became
a national destiny.

instead

As the Puritans had seen themselves as the founders

of a City upon a Hill, so the Patriots of the late eighteenth

century

saw themselves as the founders of a nation which would stand as an example to the world.

The Puritans had built and tried unsuccessfully

to

maintain a society based upon that of the early Christian Church.

The

Patriots hoped to establish a lasting union of colonies based upon

the

principles of Democracy, and by so doing, to prove to the world that the
people, if but given the chance, could effectively govern themselves.
Writers had begun to spring up during the 1700's, as well,
the subject of their writing was radically different from that of

and
their

9Wilson Clough, The Necessary Earth:
Nature and Solitude
in
American Literatur~,
(Austin:
University of Texas Press,
196'+),
p. 90.
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fathers.

Earliest

Puritan literature

jotted

had consisted solely of

sermons, an occasional determined history of the early colonies, and the
Bay Psalm Book.
North America, 10

Probably the first book in English

to

be printed

in

it consisted of rough translations of various Biblical

psalms for use in the

Puritan

services.

Unfortunately, the

natural

rhythm of the original Hebrew was lost and most of its beauty destroyed,
as the authors forced the psalms into structured English
results were often crude and awkward, as in

meter, and the

this rendition of the

23rd

Psalm.
The Lord to mee a shepheard is, want therefore shall not I.
2 Hee in the folds of tender-grasse, doth cause mee downe to lie:
To waters calme me gently leads (3) Restore my soule doth hee:
he doth in paths of righteousnes: for his names sake leade mee.
4 Yea though in valley of deaths shade I walk, none ill I'le feare:
because thou art with mee, thy rod, and staffe my comfort are.
5 For mee a table thou hast spread, in presence of my foes:
thou dost annoynt my head with oyle, my cup it over-flowes.
6 Goodnes & mercy surely shall all my dayes follow mee:
and in the Lords house I shall dwell so long as dayes shall bee
(The Puritans, Vol. II, pp. 556-7).
By the late 1600's several poets had begun to emerge, among them
Anne Bradstreet, Michael Wigglesworth and Edward Taylor.

But

they were

Puritans as well as poets, and their verses, resplendent with Calvinistic
doctrine, were testimonies to their understanding of God.
Bradstreet's best poems were about events in her daily life,
and

Wigglesworth

dealt

Wigglesworth going so far

primarily
as

to

Some of Anne
but Taylor

with matters of theology,

with

jot scriptural notations beside

his

poems, showing what Biblical verses he had drawn his images from.
Eighteenth century writers had more to occupy them than ecstatic
descriptions of God's glory,

and works of literature, as a result,

came not only more abundant, but more diverse.

lOThe Puritans, Vol. II, p. 555.

be-

There were increased ac-
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counts of captivities among the

Indians and descriptions of travel into

the largely unexplored interior.

Thomas Jefferson defended the inhabit-

ants of Virginia against the scornful attack of
Hilliam Bartramrecorded

his

European visitors, and

awesome observations

of

the

Florida

Alligators.
Behold him rushing forth from the flags and reeds.
His
enormous body swells. His plaited tail brandished
high,
floats upon the lake. The waters like a cataract
descend
from his opening jaws.
Clouds of smoke issue from his dilated nostrils. The earth trembles with his thunder.ll
More and more essays and poems

became

political

events moved rapidly toward the Revolution.

in tone, however,

as

Writers like the Connecti-

cut Wits, John Trumbull, Timothy Dwight and Joel Barlow, like Tom Paine,
and Philip Freneau, became spokesmen for

the

Patriot

li ter3.~nre provided much of the fuel for the revolt.
pen cf 'L:lOmas Jefferson, however, that came at last the

cause
It

and their

was from
words by

the
which

the colonies declared their independence.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.
That to secure
these
rights, Governments are instituted among l1en, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed, That whenever
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and
to institute a new Government. •
12
The American's understanding

of God and His relationship to Man

began to change during these years, and continued

to

change as experi-

llwilliam Bartra~, Travels, as recorded in part in Literature of
the Early Republic, second Edition, ed. Edwin H. Cady (New York:
Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969).
1 2Thomas Jefferson, The

Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen
--~~--------~----~--~----------------~~-United States of America, in
Literature of
the
Early
Republic,
p. 76.
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ences at home and ideas from abroad

made themselves felt.

In a country

where there was no social or political aristocracy it was untenable that
there should be a religious aristocracy of "elect."
landholders were created equal in
began

If all free, white

the eyes of the new nation, Americans

to reason, they must also be equal in the eyes of God with

opportunity

for salvation.

An individual succeeded not

equal

through

the

maneuvering of an interfering- 6d, they came to believe, but through his
own

hardwork and valor, as could be witnessed every day upon the

tiers.
apply.

fron-

In such an atmosphere, the old Puritan doctrines could no longer
They were outmoded, antiquated, suitable for

the

onies, perhaps, but never for the proud young nation.
to cast about for a better,
tan Church fought

English

Americans

colbegan

a new understanding of God, while the Puri-

desperately to modernize and to compromise in an

ef-

fort to avoid total collapse.
As Americans' concept of God began to change, so
cept of Nature.

did their con-

A God who personally guided the lives of men might well

use Nature to teach and to reprimand, but a distant and uninvolved
ator, as many began to

think of Him, would not.

longer the corrupted result of

Cre-

Thus Nature became

no

Adam's fall, nor the instrument of God's

instruction, nor yet His glorious handiwork, but

simply

Nature,

seen,

admired, and remembered for itself alone.
Yet neither did this view

remain constant.

As more

Europeans

traveled in The United States and then returned home to record their observations, so did more Americans travel abroad, bringing back with them
European ideas.

By the mid 1800's men like Alcott and Emerson were ex-

ploring the transcendental ideas

of

Coleridge and a newly

relationship between God and Nature and Man.

apprehended
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Since it was in the 1700's that literature first began to flourish in the colonies and in the 1800's that that
substantially American, it

literature first became

was only natural that changing concepts

God and Nature among Amer•icans should, in those centuries, be
in literature.

reflected

For a representation of the prevailing attitudes in that

period, this study will deal with one essayist and
century.

of

one

poet from

each

From the eighteenth century, the discussion will center around

Jonathan Edwards and Philip Freneau.

Edwards, both as one of the

last

orthodox Puritans and as an observer

of Nature, advanced ideas in

his

sermons and essays which influenced much of the thought
the pre-Revolutionary years

and writing

of

of the century, as men polarized either

in

support or in opposition to his

views

on the other hand, represents both

the

of God and Man.
Deistic

Philip Freneau,

movement

of the

late

1700's dnd the revolutionary spirit of the age and his poems reflect much
of the prevailing attitudes of his era.
From the nineteenth century the study

will

consider

works by William Cullen Bryant and Ralph Waldo Emerson.

selected

Bryant typifies

the liberalistic attitude of the early decades of the nineteenth century
and much of

the

sense

of worship and awe for nature which

country during that period can
a self-acclaimed poet, is

be found in his poems.

swept

Emerson,

the

though

better known for his essays and, both to lend

balance to this study and to allow the selection of a greater number

of

his essays and addresses for consideration, it is only those works which
will be discussed

here.

It was, after all, in his prose works that his

Transcendental theories were most clearly explained and from those writings that his readers gleaned

most

easily the concept of Nature

was to exert influence over the remainder of the century.

which
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JONATHAN EDWARDS

19

Nature v;as more important to Jonathan
Pt~itan

to other
creation

leaders and his

placed him

period of

Edwards than it had

new understanding of its

at odds with many

great theological upheaval

been

function in

of his contemporaries.

In

a

in the Congregational Church,

he

spanned the gap between traditional and revolutionary beliefs,
filling a unique position in the

development

of thought

thus

in The United

States.
He entered the ministry
tion to advance what

with a never-to-be-abandoned determina-

he believed to be the truth in an age when many of

his fellow clergymen had discovered the expediency of

compromise.

was orthodox in his teaching of the great Puritan doctrines,
personal and inner search for divine truth

He

yet

his

had led him to an unorthodox

insistence upon the role of the emotions in religious experience.

He

followed the Puritan belief in typology, viewing in the workings of

the

external world numerous types of God's dealings with Han.

his

But

in

appreciation for the beauty both of God and of Nature, and in his belief
that God revealed His lessons from Nature to Man through flashes

of di-

vine intuition, Edwards wandered perilously far from accepted dogma.
There is much

to be found in Edwards, then,

both of the tradi-

tional seventeenth century Puritan doctrines and of the emotionalism and
growing admiration for Nature which are evident in much eighteenth
tury literature and thought.

concept

Indeed, many of his ideas -- his

of universal Being, of the relationship of the created to the
of the supernatural source of knowledge known as intuition,

cen-

Creator,
and of

true state of Nature, reappear, albeit with important differences,

the
in

the thoughts of Transcendentalist Ralph Waldo Emerson, a century

later.

Yet it is not for these germinating ideas that Edwards is often

remem-

r
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bered.

.

Having lived in a period which is known neither for

its

ori-

gin.:1l thought nor for its great literature, Ed\.;ards is seldom
for his philosophy.

studied

Hore often he is dismissed as a "fire and brimstone

preacher" and his sermon, "Sinners in the Hands of An Angry God,"
monly anthologized as being
Edwards.

typical both of Puritanism and of

com-

Jonathan

This is in each case unjust.
"Sinners in the Hands of An Angry God" is undoubtedly a

sermon

which is firmly based upon strict Calvinistic doctrines, but these

or-

thodox beliefs are clothed in the fire of the Great Awakening and

dis-

play a degree of emotionalism that would have shocked and dismayed

ear-

lier Puritan Fathers.

In fact, Edwards' defense of the revivals

which

began in New England in 1734 and his own belief in the place of

the

emotions in religious experience were bitterly attacked by a nw®er
his own contemporaries, among them the Reverend Charles Chauncy,
pastor of Boston's First Church.

of
co-

Denouncing the need to frighten men to

heaven, Chauncy advocated in his Seasonable Thoughts on the

State

of

and

to

Religion in New England {1743), a return to order, to reason,
common sense in religion.l

from

In reply, Edwards argued that emotions were the springs
which conduct emerged

and that their ultimate origin was

God.

man were overtaken by anxiety about the state of his soul, that

If

a

anxiety

had clearly come from God.
To blame a minister for instilling anxiety among his people
rather than administering comfort to them is, Edwards said,
like blaming a surgeon who, despite the patient's
anguish,

lHarold P. Simonson, Jonathan Edwards: Theologian of the Heart,
{New York: American Book Company, 1934), p. 87.
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goes on to thrust his lance further until he gets to the
co:r·e of the Hound. In contradistinction is the 'compassiona:te' physician •·:ho stays his hand at the patient's
first
outcry, applies a bandage, leaves the core untouched, and
like New Englanders in ever grm-1ing numbers whose sense of
sin had waned to near' extinction, cries peace, peace,
when
there is no peace {Simonson, p. 53).
In short, Edwards asserted that if there was indeed a hell,

men

then

should be frightened away from it.
But while "Sinners in the Hands of An f:.ngry God"

indeed

may

provide an adequate picture of the kind of sermon occasioned

by

Great Awakening, it, in itself, does not provide an equally
picture of Jonathan Edwards' theology.

the

adequate

A reading of the sermon tends to

provide someone unfamiliar with Edwards with the erroneous image
stern, fierce man in black, leaning across a wooden pulpit to

of
wag

a
an

accusiT:tg finger in the face of a terrified child as he shouts:
The bow of God's wrath is bent, and the arrow made ready on
the string, and justice bends the arrow at your heart, and
strains the bow, and it is nothing but the mere pleasure of
God, and that of an angry God, without any promise or obligation at all, that keeps the arrow one moment from
being
made drunk with your blood.2
That is Edwards, but only Edwards in part.

There is

also

the

man who was troubled at the thought of the damning of infants, who

rev-

eled in the beauty of Nature, who delighted in the sovereign love of his
God, who, in his Parsonal Narrative, wrote the following lines:
Holiness • . • appeared to me to be of a sweet,
pleasant,
charming, serene, calm nature; which brought an
inexpressible purity, brightness, peacefulness and ravishment to the
soul. In other words, that it made the soul like a field or
garden of God, with all manner of pleasant flowers;
all
pleasant, delightful, and undisturbed; enjoying a sweet calm,

2Jonathan Edwards, The Works of President Edwards, in Four Volumes, Vol. IV (New York: Leavitt & Allen, 1855), p. 318.
(Subsequent
references to material contained in these volumes will be cited in the
text.)
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and

the gently vivifying beams of the sun. The soul of a
Christian, as I then v.rrote my meditations,
appeared
like such a little white flow,er as we see in the spring of
the year; lmv and humble on the ground, opening its bosom to
receive the pleasant beams of the sun's glory; rejoicing as
it Here in a calm rapture; diffusing around a sH·eet
frab~ancy; standing peacefully and lovingly, in the midst
of
other flowers round about; all in like manner opening their
bosoms, to drink in the light of the sun3
t:cue

The tonal difference between this passage and the one

from the

sermon is striking, but so also are the images which Edwards employs
describe his apprehension of holiness.

It is an emanation of

virtue,

but one which is above all peaceful and beautiful, making the
the Christian into a garden of lovely flowers.

to

soul

of

The choice of adjectives

which Edwards uses in this description is not in keeping with the usually austere Puritan vocabulary, nor is his remarkable attention to Nature
in

kee~,

,ng with normal Puritan concerns.

Nature certainly could not

be

ignored by the Puritans, since it encompassed them on all sides,

from

the great breakers of the Atlantic to the silent, dark forests.

Yet

when they made reference to Nature in their sermons and essays, it

was

to explore its properties through their limited scientific understanding
or to draw attention to God's use of lightning, floods, and
in the trying of his Saints.

pestilence

They were often awed by Nature's

terrors.

Edwards was enraptured by its beauty.
In 1721 Edwards had an emotional religious experience which

he

expressed as his conversion and which he recorded in his Personal Narrative.

Accounts of personal conversions were not unusual for the

tans, but again the phrases in which Edwards describes this

3clarence H. Faust
Representative Selections,
63.

Puri-

experience

and Thomas H. Johnson, Jonathan Edwards:
(New York:
Hill and rlang, 1962),
p.

•r
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differ considerably

fl~om

similar

accounts

Thoma.s Shepard, a first generu.tion Puritan,
his

autobiography~

from

period.

the Puritan

w-rote of his conversion

and it stands in sharp contrast to that

in

of Edwards.

Both men experienced a sense of the goodness of God in the face of their
mm sin while they were alone in open fields.

Y..:t, Hhile Edwards' expe-

rience, his sudden sense of the glory and grace of God, seems to be triggered by his observation of the external world about him, while his conversion brings the sky, the clouds, the grass and the flowers

of

world into sharper and more beautiful focus, Shepard seems hardly
of his surroundings.

Ed~vards

is fi.lled, upon that occasion,

and delight at the inexpressible beauty of God and of Nature.

that
aware

with

joy

Shepard

is beset with shame and confusion in the contemplation of his awful corruption. of soul.
I dt•anke so much on [sic] day that I was dead drunke & that
v-pon a saturday night • • • & knew not 1'i'here I l'las vntill I
beastly carawakened late on that sabbath & sick with my
riage; & when I m.;ak:ened I went from him in shame & confusion, & went out into the feelds & there spent that sabbath
lying hid in the corne feelds where the Lord who might justly haue cut me off in the mids of my sin; did meet me with
much sadnes of hart & troubled my soule for this & other my
sins which then I had cause & laysure to think of.4
Edwards' description is more aesthetic.
I t-.ralked abroad alone, in a solitary place in my
father's
pasture, for contemplation. And as I was walking there, and
looking up on the sky and clouds, there came into my mind so
sweet a sense of the glorious majesty and g1~ace of God, that
I know not how to express. I seemed to see them both in a
sweet conjunction; majes~J and meekness joined together ••
• • After this ~Y sense of divine things gradually increased,
and became more and more lively, and had more of that inward
sweetness. The appearance of every thing was altered; there
seemed to be, as it were, a calm, sweet cast, or appearance

A Sourcebook
4Thomas Shepard, "Autobiography," The Puritans:
of Their Writings, Vol. 2, eds. Perry Miller and Thomas H. Johnson (New
York: Harper and Row, 1938, rev. ed., 1963), p. 472.
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of divine glory, in almost every thing (Faust, p. 60).
This experience, this inner blooming of sweetness

light,

and

gradually became the basis from which Edwards' beliefs grew.

And yet he

remained orthodox in his acceptance and staunch defense of the
doctrines.
grace.

He believed in the depravity of Han, and in

Puritan

irresistible

He preached the pre-determined election of the Saints, and

works, not as a condition of salvation, but as evidence

of

good

election.

Joining the on-going dispute between the Puritans and the Arminians,
attacked the basis of the Arminian doctrine of salvation through

he
good

works with a logical and meticulous destruction of their concept of freedom of will.
Freedom of will, he explained, is the freedom to do
wills but not the freedom to will what one wills.

Arguing

what

one

from

the

theory of first and second causes, as was aptly explained by Urian Oakes
in his sermon, The Soveraign Efficacy of Divine Providence (1682), Edwards
explained that each action or will to action is preceded by

another

causal one, and that by yet a prior act or will to act, and so on
the ultimate or first cause is reached.
is God.

The First Cause,

course,

of

Thus what a man wills is ultimately designed by God.

until

Man,

a second cause, has the freedom to do what he wills or to abstain

as
from

doing what he wills, but what he wills is pre-determined by God.
As Oakes explains,
Second causes [man] may have a sufficiency in their kind, to
produce these and those effects • • • but a limited
sufficiency • • • all that sufficiency that dependent Beings, and
second causes are capable of.S

Surian Oakes, "The Soveraign Efficacy of Divine Providence," The
Puritans, Vol. 1, p. 351.
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Freedom

of vrill,

certain

then, consists in the freedom to act within

limited bounds, pre-determined and regulated by God.

Thus, Edwards con-

eluded, the preaching of good ·w·orks as a means to salvat ion is

utterly

false, since Man does not have the freedom to choose to be saved or

to

be damned.
But into these Puritan doctrines, Ed>·mrds injected
beauty, emotion and love.

new

life,

He emphasized the experience of the sense

God's majesty and of the divinity of his Hord, an inner sense which

of
was
J

more than simple intellectual knowledge.

And to the belief that

the

elect turn to God by contemplating the misery of the sinners, he
the metaphysical concept that men turn to God because He is
This concept of the beauty of God, coupled Hith Edwards'
Plato:>

theo~;

added

beautiful.

belief in

the

that ultimate existence is an Idea in the mind of

evolved thoughts on the nature of being and on the God-Han-Nature

God,
rela-

tionship which for his age were revolutionary.
To first prove the existence of being and more importantly of an
omniscient, omnipresent and eternel Being, Edwards began with the

prop-

osition that it is impossible for Man to imagine complete and
nothing.

utter

Such a concept, he argues, would be a complete convolution and

contradiction of everything that we know.

The existence of nothing

unheard of to us, for everywhere in our world is something.

is

Even

an

empty bucket contains not nothing, but air.
The word nothing is often used, but in a limited sense.
question "What are you doing?" a child might answer "Nothing."
does not mean nothing in the absolute sense.
is pumping blood; he is thinking.

To

the

But

he

He is breathing; his heart

What he means is that he is

doing

nothing that would interest his questioner, or more likely, nothing that

r
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might get him in trouble.
By nothing, Edwards, however,

means total absence of being. The

existence of nothing appears to him to be a contradiction simply because
if nothing exists it becomes no longer nothing, but something.

He

goes

on to say:
and ho'tr Doth it Grate upon the mind to thin[k] that something should be from all Eternity, and nothing all the while
be conscious of it let us suppose to illustrate it that the
world had a being from all Eternity, and had many
Great
Changes and Wonderfull Revolutions, and all the while nothing
knew, there was no knovrledge in the universe of any
such
thing, how is it possible to bring the mind to imagine, yea
it is Really impossible it should be that Any thing
should
be and nothing knovr it • . • (Faust, p. 20).
Complicated though this may seem, it is no more so than the proverbial question of "If a tree falls in the middle of the forest
ther,:· · :s no one there to hear it, does it make any noise?"

and

The

immedi-

ate reaction is that of course it does, for its fall disrupts the air so
as to produce sound waves regardless of whether or not it has an
ence.

audisound

But further contemplation brings to mind the fact that

waves are not in themselves sounds, but merely disturbances in
which act upon the ear drum.

the

It is in turn the vibrations of

drum which the brain interprets to an individual as sound.

the

air
ear

If

then

there is no ear drum, perhaps there can be, in truth, no sound.

Like-

wise, something can not exist if nothing knows of its existence.
Edwards concludes easily that in the absence of nothing
must be its antithesis, something.
~~ich

If there can not be eternal

there
nothing

is everywhere present, then there must conversely be Being

nal, omnipresent Being, which is God.

Ultimate Being, by its very

inition, must be considered the First Cause and all other existence
dependent upon its will•

Subsequent being takes form, then,

as an

eterdefis
ab-

r
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stract Idea in God's mind, and is then thought, or willed, into concrete
existence by Him.

In the nineteenth centurnJ, the transcendental

theory

of oneness l>Jas to develop from this very concept and Emerson lVOUld argue
that being which originates in God must therefore be a partaker
divinity.

of

In "The Over-Soul" he exclaims, "Ineffable is the union

man and God in every act of the soul.

The simplest person

His
of

who in

his

integrity worships God, becomes God.
Edwards, in his later years, approached this very concept, stepped
in fact to its threshold, but dared not proceed further.

To go on,

as

did Emerson, would be to elevate Man to the level of God, to raise

him

from his state of innate depravity, to negate the basic doctrine

of

Calvinism.

This Edwards could not permit

hi~self

to do.

In the "Dissertation Concerning the End For Which

God

Created

the Horl'l? 11 he argues that God created the world as an extension of Himself, a manifestation of His own glory in order that that glornJ

be

turned to Him by the created in the form of love, worship

praise.

and

re-

He explains:
In the creature's knowing, esteeming, loving, rejoicing in,
and praising God, the glory of God is both exhibited
and
acknowledged: his fulness is received and returned. Here is
both an emanation and remanation. The refulgence
shines
upon and into the creature, and is reflected back to
the
luminary. The beams of glory come from God, and are something of God, and are refunded back again to their original.
So that the whole is of God, and in God, and to God, and God
is the beginning, middle and end of this affair
(Works,
Vol. II, p. 255).
Edwards thus believes that a portion of God 1 s glory, His
ity, passes into and through Man, drawing him into union with God.

6Ralph Waldo Emerson, Essays:
Press, 1903), p. 292,

•

First SeriE:!s, (Boston:

divinBut

Riverside
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while he is of God, in God and to God, he does not become God.

He

fur-

ther qualifies this concept by saying:
Let the most perfect union with God be represented by something at an infinite height above us; and the eternally increasing union of the saints with God, by something that is
ascending constantly tm-;m.'ds that infinite height,
moving
upwards "~>Tith a given velocity, and that is to continue thus
to move all eternity (Works, Vol. II, pp. 256-7).
He has neatly extricated himself from the question of the divinity of Man
by reminding him that although regenerated Man will constantly

draw

closer to complete union with God, that union will remain eternally
yond reach.

be-

He concludes:
It is no solid objection against God 1 s a~m~ng at an
infinitely perfect union of the creature with himself, that the
particular time will never come when it can be said,
the
union is new infinitely perfect ('\-lol'ks, Vol. II, p. 257).

In an argument similar to that of Increase Mather's sermon, "Predestination 2:;l Humen Exertions," Edwards reminds his reader that God is not to
blame for Han's inability ever to achieve complete and perfect
with Him.

oneness

It is his very nature as Creator to be superior to Man

and

Man's nature as the created to be always striving for, but never able to
reach perfection.
In a continued explanation of why God created the world, Edwards
refutes any supposed weakness or need on the part of the Creator.

The

act of creation, he explains, does not imply any imperfection

in-

sufficiency in God.

or

Although the glory and magnificence of God pass into

and through creation and are thus returned to God, it is not so

because

He needs such a refund of glory to fill a void within His Being. Indeed,
since creation owes its very being to the Creator, is sustained by
has no existence outside of Him, it is totally dependent upon His
How, then, cou.l,d created being offer anything to its Creator

Him,
Will.
which
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could in any fashion make the Creator more per'fect?
It is

inhe1~ent

respect

in the divine personality that God must

anything which is good in itself and that He must esteem and value
being according to its nature and the proportionate amount of
it possesses.

each

goodness

Since the highest degree of goodness resides in the

head, He must reserve the greatest amount of respect for Himself.
ation serves as a mirror, therefore, to reflect back to God the
not which He needs, but which He rightfully deserves.
Creation is God, Himself.

GodCre-

esteem,

Thus, the end

of

In this argument, Edwards dispels what was to

become a favorite theory of later Americans -- the idea that God

had

created the .-mrld of Nature as a beautiful and pleasant garden for the
sole nourishment and enjoyment of Man.

This, he explained, was not God's

ultimate purpose, but only a minor side effect.
\Tnat has been said may be sufficient to show how those things
'-''hich are spoken of in Scripture as ultimate ends of
God's
;-mrks, though they may seem at first view to be distinct, are
all plainly to be reduced to this one thing, viz.,
God's
internal glory or fulness extant externally, or existing in
its emanation. And though God in seeking this end,
seeks
the creature's good; yet therein appears his supreme regard
to himself (Works, Vol. II, p. 255).
If all of creation were an emanation of God's glory,

then

it

would be reasonable to conclude, he argued, that a contemplation

of

Nature could open an individual's mind to the ineffable beauty

the

of

Creator.
The beauty of the world consists wholly of sweet
mutual
consents, either within itself or with the supreme
being.
As to the corporeal world, though there are many other sorts
of consents, yet the sweetest and most charming beauty of it
is its resemblance of spiritual beauties. The reason is that
spiritual beauties are infinitely the greatest, and
bodies
being but the shadows of beings, they must be so much the
more charming as they shadow forth spiritual beauties.. This
beauty is peculiar to natural things, it surpassing the
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art of man. 7
Like an image seen through a glass darkly or a quivering reflection
neath troubled waters, God's beauty and

glo~J

appear in the world

bein

shadmr only, but from that shadot-t an at-;are mind can sense the substance.
The substance, the spiritual beauty, is the primary beauty and
be given due consideration as such.
the world, is a secondary beauty.

should

The shadow, or natural beauty
Furthermore, this secondary

consists of a mutual agreement or consent of natural objects
their form, manner, quantity, and ultimate end design.

of

beauty
as

Such

to

consents

are apprehended by Man as the symmetry, harmony, order and regularity of
things.

The more such objects consent with one another, the

greater

their beauty is understood to be.
EdHards explains:
The reason, or at least one reason why God has made
this
ind of mutual consent and agreement of things beautiful and
[):Y1tcful to those intelligent Beings that perceive it, proba~ly is, that there is in it some image of the true,
sp~r~
tual, original beauty which has been spoken of; consisting
in Being's consent to Being, or the union of minds or spiritual Beings in a mutual propensity and affection
of heart
• • . it is with regard to this image or resemblance, which
secondary beauty has of true spiritual beauty, that God has
so constituted nature, that the presenting of this inferior
beauty [has] a tendency to assist those whose hearts
are
under the influence of a truly virtuous temper,
to dispose
them to the exercises of divine love, and enliven in
them
a sense of spiritual beauty (Works, Vol. II, pp. 272-3).
Clearly it was his belief that the observation of the beauties of Nature
could quicken, to the minds of the elect, a greater understanding of the
beauty and excellence of God.

He continues:

Thus, in how many instances has he formed brutes in

analogy

?Jonathan Edwards, "The Beauty of the World" in Images or Shadows
of Divine Things, ed. Perry Miller, (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1948), p. 135.
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to the nature of mankind? And plants in analogy to animals
Hith respect to the manner of their generation nutrition,&c.
And so he has constituted the extcr'Dal i.;orld in an analogy to
things in the spiritual Horld, in nurnberless instances;
as
might be shmm, if it were necessary, and here Nere
proper
place and room for it ("The Nature of Virtue," p. 273).
If, however, he did not find this dissertation to be the proper

medium

for such a catalogue, he discovered both the necessity and the place for
it in a later work, Images or Shadm-TS of Divine Things.
Edwards, the preacher, was constantly alert for anything

that

could serve as an example for a sermon, a metaphor of God's working
the lives of men, or a shadow of divine truth.

"~ether

in

it was the image

of a spider dangled by his slender web above a fire, or the wrath of God
as a flood about to sweep over the souls of sinners, his messages

were

resplendent with imagery.
TI1c~re

in

t. ·

. :;_

was much Biblical precedence for such examples, of course,

:bles of Christ -- the pearl of great price, the prodigal son,

the wise and the foolish virgins.

But beyond the teachings of the

there was the very nature of the Old Testament scriptures.

the

In

salva-

Puritan view, they contained shadows or types of Christ and of
tion.

Lord

The sacrificial slaughter of oxen upon the Hebrew altars for

remission of Israel's sins was seen, for example, as a type of the
rifice of Christ for the justification of the elect.

~or

the purpose of elucidating New Testament doctrines to

There existed, Edwards knew, a very distinct difference

Types or shadows he

nized as a deliberate attempt by God to communicate to Man.
As Perry Miller explains:

God
them.

between

a metaphor, an object or action which is like another, and a type,
object or action which represents another.

sac-

They believed quite

strongly that certain things were included in the Old Testament by
solely

the

an
recog-
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By whatever means heavenly intelligences may communicate, in
this Horld one mind can know another mind mediately, by some
sign or manifestation • • • He, being intelligences
ourselves, may argue the contents of another's mind a
priori
• • • We may rationally and inductively conclude from certain
effects or actions of the other vi hat is going on in his mind.
He may listen to his words and take what he says, according
to our credence of his veracity, as what he means. Or,
we
may gauge him by his 'images or resemblances'
(Images, p.
32).

To look at Nature, to consider the majesty of a mountain or
vastness of an ocean and to rationally conclude that they must

be

the
the

handiwork,of a Supreme Being is a cold knowledge which does not reach the
heart.

illuminate

But when the divine light of God will upon occasion

some pal'ticular part of creation to a Saint so that he views that
as reflecting the

part

glo~y

of God, then that part of Nature is serving

as

a shadow of the divine.

Then, Edwards would insist, Man has before

him

the clearest coromunication of God.

It is not to be imagined, here, that

Edwards is sinking into Antinomianism.

This communication of God through

Nature, is, as with all revelation, merely the elucidation of truths already expressed in the Bible.
claimed to receive:

They are never what the Antinomians

new revelations of hitherto unknown divine

wisdom.

Ultimately existing as Idea in the mind of God, Nature has real existence
only in so much as it is an image of God's thoughts.

It must always

be

noted in Edwards, however, that this property of Nature is apparent only
to one of the elect and only when revealed to him by the divine light of
God.
In Images or Shadows of Divine Things, Edwards began to construct
what would have been a handbook of divine communication, had he lived to
complete it.

Neatly catalogued and numbered, the entries are

observations as illuminated to Edwards by the divine and
light.

specific

supernatural
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1.

Death temporal is a shadm'f of eternal death • • • •

...
3.

Rose grow upon briars, ~;hich is to signify that all temporal sv1eets a1~e mixt 1-rith bitter • • • •

11.

The serpents' charming of birds and other animals
into
their mouths, and the spider 1 s taking and sucking
the
blood of the fly in his snare are lively representations
of the Devil's catching our souls by his temptations.

27.

The waves and billows of the sea in a storm, and
the
dire cataracts that come of rivers, have a
representation of the terrible wrath of God and amazing misery of
[them] that endure it • • • •

124.

The exceeding height of heaven above the ea:t'th,
even
above its highest towers or mountains, denotes the
unspeakeable and inconceivable height of the happiness of
heaven above all earthly happiness or glory.

Implicit in Edwards' theory is the conclusion that God

allows

Nature to exist in its present state, primarily to illuminate His

indi-

vidual thoughts in a manner that Man might understand them.

Thus

1~ses

have thorns for the sole purpose of communicating the dual nature

of

temporal beauty to Man.

This is, to say the least, an extremely

and narrow view of the world.

rigid

If it seems a great arrogance on Edwards'

part for him to assume that he could correctly infer the spiritual meaning of each item of Nature, it is at least understandable when

consid-

ered in view of his explanation of divine and spiritual light.
Perhaps the greatest of his doctrines, Edwards' theory

of

the

divine light is clearly and carefully explained in "A Divine and

Super-

natural Light, Immediately Imparted to the Soul by the Spirit of

God,

Shown to be both a Scriptural, and Rational Doctrine."

The doctrine

is
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based upon Hatthew 16.17 in v;hich Jesus tells

Simon Peter

that it

was

not by natural wisdom that he recognized Christ as the Son

of God,

but

through divine revelation from God.

Thus, Edwards concludes, "there

is

such a thing as a Spiritual and Divine Light im..'lledia·tely inparted to the
soul by God, of a different nature from any that is obtained by
means" ("A Divine and Supernatural Light," p. 439).

Such

natural

a doctrine of

inner revelatory light was perilously close to that of Antinomianism,
heretical doctrine which in the 1630's had "deluded" some

of

the

Massachusetts Bay Colony, including Histress Anne Hutchinson

and

erend John Wheelwright.

might

Edwards was conscious that he, too,

a

counted among the deluded if he did not show his doctrine to be

Revbe

differ-

ent from theirs.
The problem posed by Antinomianism in America was not a new

one,

since th:! doctrine had first been attributed to Martin Luther's collaboratOl'

,;chann Agricola, and thus dated to the very birth of the

tant Church.

Prates-

Based upon the teachings of St. Paul in Galatians 3 and 4,

Antinomianism taught that Christians no longer live in a
of Law, but rather in a Dispensation of Grace.

Dispensation

Thus Believers are freed

by God's grace from any obligation to religious law, including the

laws

recorded in the Bible.

come

Spiritual guidance and revelation, then,

through

not through Biblical law nor through Ecclesiastical law, but
immediate and direct insight from God.

It was against these beliefs that Edwards sought to defend
self.

The divine light is not, he explains in his treatise, that

himcon-

viction which natural men have of sin and l-'thich is known as conscience.
It is not a visible outward manifestation of light or beauty,
it may awaken us to the beauty of God as reflected in Nature.

although
Nor

is
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it one of those things from the Bible which moves an individual emotionally

to empathy or

to wonder, as in the extreme suffering of Christ.

Finally, and for the Puritans, most importantly, it is not a
of truths not found in the Word of God.
nomianism.

suggestion

It is not, in short,

Anti-

It is:
A true sense of the divine and superlative excellency of God
and Jesus Christ, and of the work of redemption, and
the
ways and works of God revealed in the gospel (p. 441).

From this sense there arises "a conviction of the truth and reality

of

them."
He explains that God has made Man's mind capable of a two-fold
understanding or knowledge, the first of which is speculative and
tional "as Hhen a person only speculatively judges that any

no-

thing

is,

.. .

II

Fhich, by the agreement of mankind, is called good or excellent •

The sc: c:td kind is a sense of the heart "as when there is a sense of the
beauty, amiableness, or sweetness of a thing; so that the heart is
sible of pleasu.t'e and delight in the presence of the idea of it"
442).

sen(p.

The first faculty is available to all men, the second to regener-

ate men alone.
It is as in the example of the sweetness of honey, he

reflects.

Having heard others talk of its sweetness, a man may claim the

specula-

tive knowledge that honey is sweet, but until he has tasted it

himself,

he has no sense of its sweetness.

From this sense of the glory

then, arises the conviction of the truth and reality of it,

of

since

God
the

experience of it has removed natural prejudices against it and aided our
reason.
Finally he explains that the natural faculties such as
understanding are used by God, but that they are not the cause

Han's
of

the
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light.

mind.

Coming directly from God, it does not originate in Han's

God will not send it vdthout using as a vehicle some outward means,
in the Gospel, which
conveyed.

~·rill

act as a glass through which the

light

However, the word of God is not the cause, but the

providing the mind with the knowledge of saving instruction,
the ground for the revelation.

as
is

means

of

preparing

After it is first in the mind, God

give, in a moment of time, the sense of its excellency to Man's

will
heart.

In his reasoning and logical mind, Jonathan Edwards was above all
a Puritan and it was always within the framework of traditional
istic doctrine that he argued his propositions.

Calvinfrom

Yet he departed

orthodoxy in his keen observation and enjoyment of Nature, his

obsession

with the ineffable beauty of the Almighty, and his belief in the immediate revelatory knowledge given to Man by God.
with

He was a man out of

step

times, a visionary whose eyes looked far beyond the shores

acceptable doctrine.

of

He stood poised on the threshold of what his peers

vtould have condemned as heresy and there were many l>tho would have
he had stepped across the sill.

He insisted upon emotional

and personal experience in Man's relationship to God, a God,

said

response
further-

more, who was as beautiful as He was fierce, as loving as He was
And from his pen, for perhaps the first time in the Colonies, came

angry.
the

idea that Nature was worthy of observation for more than scientific reasons.

Nature should be studied and appreciated, Edwards argued, because

from it, a mind tender to God could accept divine revelation of
excellency of his Creator.

the
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PHILIP MORIN FRENEAU
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Philip Herin Freneau has been heralded by some scholars as
"Father of American Poetry" and casually dismissed by others as
worth comment.

It is true that his verses have been dwarfed

the
hardly
the

by

romantic and mystical wanderings of the generations which followed

him,

and set side by side with poems by Hhitman or even Bryant, Freneau's
verses may appear superficial and insignificant.

But in the tapestry of

developing national literature, they appear as the first threads of pattern, and through his intense regard for Nature, Freneau made a contribution to American literature that was both important and lasting.
America was in the throes of transition

and turmoil

throughout

most of Freneau's lifetime, as the colonies struggled first for independence from their mother country and then for survival
port.

It was a time of revolt, of impassioned cries

mocracy, and of bitter debates between the

~fuigs

later between the Federalists and the Democrats.
Harvey

Tow~send

without her

sup-

of freedom and de-

and the

Tories,

and

It was a time when, as

suggests:

• thinking becomes a cramped and shallow affair, subservient to the demands of the moment • • • • The necessities of
action seem to employ the entire energies of men,
so that
nothing is left over for science, poetry, or philosophy.l
All thought, all effort, all

artistic

talent was concentrated

on

the

political focus, and what might otherwise have developed into great literature or great philosophy, was mired instead in the
propaganda and never progressed much beyond
This, also,

r,.1as

the

muddy

fields of

utilitarian.

the destiny of most of Freneau 's work.

sea-captain, editor, Freneau wanted most of all to be a poet,

Farmer,
and

be-

lHarvey Gates Townsend, Philosophical Ideas in the United States
(New York: American Book Company, 1934), p. 63.
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came, most of all, a journalist.

Compelled by his sense of duty

to his

co:. rcrymen and to the cause of liberty, he found himself tangled more and
more in the politics of the emarging nation.

"Seeking the

pathway

liberty," Jacob Axelrad writes, "he had wandered into byways
not always poetic."2

His

~-ras

to

that

were

for

the

but one of many voices raised

cause of freedom, and his term as editor of the National Gazette

often

saw him as little more than a mouthpiece for Madison and Jefferson.
in his ppetry, in his ideas of God and his love of Nature,

he

l<.7 as

But
at

once representative and unique.
Emerging from a French Huguenot background, Freneau had drifted,
like most of the learned men of his day, into the optimistic Deism
refused to accept Man's soul as innately evil and without hope.
a humanitarian religion, with Man in the center of a world
his plcdure by an indulgent but distant God.

that

It

was

created

for

While the Puritans strove

to understand and to define the ways in which God chose to work

in

the

lives of men, the Deists flatly asserted that for finite Man to

try

to

comprehend an infinite Being was ridiculous and that, furthermore,
did not expect or desire such vain undertakings.

While the

preached sobriety and patient endurance in a hostile world,

God

Puritans
Benjamin

Franklin, himself an avowed Deist, suggested that God had created

many

things
• • • which seem. purely design'd for the Delight of Man
is not, therefore] offended, when he sees his Children
lace themselves in any manner of pleasant exercises
Innocent Delights • • • • 3

2Jacob Axelrad, Philip Freneau: Champion of Democracy
University of Texas Press, 1967), p. 404.

[and
soand

(Austin:

3Benjamin Franklin, Autobiography and Other Writings, ed. Russel
B. Nye (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958), pp. 164-5.
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Pleasure and enjoyment, the Deists believed, were available even
hri:onded

fo:t~

every man, as were also the fruits of success.

Unlike the

Puritan God, the God of the Deists drew no line between men,

separating

the sheep from the goats.

upon

He simply showered His blessings

the

fertile earth and left them to be reaped by any man who chose to put his
hand to the scythe.

Hector St. John de Crevecoeur imagined God address-

ing a newly arrived immigrant with these words:
"Welcome to my shores, distressed European; bless the
hour
in which thou didst see my verdant fields, my fair navigable
rivers, and my green mountains! If thou wilt work, I have
bread for thee; if thou wilt be honest, sober, and industrious, I have greater rewards to confer on thee -- ease
and
independence • • • • Go thou and -vmrk and till; thou
shalt
prosper, provided thou be just, grateful and industrious."4
And industry was the watchword, for hard work was needed to carve
a country out of the vast wilderness, to create in the lush
garden in which man could flourish.
for more than her utilitarian value.

Eden

a

But men had begun to look to nature
Seventeenth century Americans

viewed their natural surroundings with dislike and distrust.

had

Bitter

winters had to be endured, wild, marauding animals killed, dense forests
cleared, and savage Indians fought and fought again.

But by the

eigh-

teenth century, civilized man had gained more than a foothold on the new
continent, and more comfortable and assured in his environment, he could
now study a copse with keen interest in the variety of trees it

con-

tained rather than with apprehension at the number of murderous

savages

it might be sheltering from his view.
Men as early as Jonathan Edwards had expressed tentative delight

4Hector St. John de Crevecoeur, Letters From an American Farmer
in Literature of the Early Republic, ed. Edwin H. Cady (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1969, second edition), p. 271.
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in the beauties of nature, and among Freneau' s contemporaries,
into

the r,.;ilderness for

the purpose of

were becoming a popular pastime.
the

mid-eighteenth century

produced travel
Audubon.

journals by

joul"'neys

recording its awesome

wonders

The parade of travelers stretched from

into the beginning of the
some late

notables

twentieth,

such

as Thoreau

Dr.

In The Cambridge History of American Literature,

Cooper contends that the earliest of these accounts,

and

among

and

Lane

them

the

Travels of Jonathan Carver (1778), the Travels of William Bartram (1791),
and the Letters from an American Farmer of Crevecoeur (1782),
interesting than their later counterparts. 5

are

more

Ho;.rever, it must be rememwere

bered that like the bulk of colonial literature, these renderings
very imitative of European writing.

It is in the poetry

of

Philip
from

Freneau that we find the finest, original descriptions of nature
that centurr.

Axelrad sums it up nicely when he explains,

Realist as well as romantic, Freneau was a link in American
literature bett·leen the Colonial enslavement to
European
thought and the emerging native school of romantic naturalists • • • • His was the beginning of a new note and a new
method in the treatment of purely American subjects.6
Freneau's nature poetry not only spanned the

transitional

gap

between neo-classicism and romanticism, it was itself transitional.
was the soul of its creator and like him, was complex, inconstant,
ambiguous.

It
and

A student of Classical studies, he regularly invoked

his

Muse, divided "The Rising Glory of America," "The British Prison

Ship,"

and "The History of the Prophet Jonah" into cantos,

translated

from

SLane Cooper, "Travellers and Observers, 1763-1846," The Cambridge
History of American Literature, ed. William Peterfield Trent et al., one
volume edition (New York: The Hacmillan Company, 1917), p. 191.
6Axelrad, p. 408.
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Horace,

and

trailed a

throughout his poetry.

liberal sprinkling

of Classical

references

Yet he could tu.rn with complete sobriety

to

a

student of antiquity and admonish him to forsake such fruitless studies.
'

In his own language Homer writ and read
Not spent his life in poring on the dead:

He better plans, who things, not words, attends,
And turns his studious hours to active ends.7
He was a Deist and a Democrat.
of Reason and the rights of Man.

He celebrated with Paine the age

He could, in 1790, admonish poets

allow their pens to be directed only by reason.

But twenty years

fore, he had dedicated an entire poem to "The power of Fancy"

and

to
beas

late as 1788 he had penned the hauntingly romantic final stanzas to "The
Indian Burying Ground."
By midnight moons, o'er moistening dews,
In habit for the chase arrayed,
The hunter still the deer pursues,
The hunter and the deer, a shade!
And long shall timorous fancy see
The painted chief, and pointed spear,
And Reason's self shall bow the knee
To shadows and delusions here ("The Indian Burying

Ground,"
p. 356).

He seems in some instances as optimistic as his fellow

Deists

and in others, imbued with the pessimism of his fore-fathers.

He

would

beckon man to partake of the pleasures of an unblemished world,

but

condemn him in the next breath for despoiling the innocence

that

pre-Adamic garden.

of

In one stanza Nature is the mother, protecting

and

?philip Morin Freneau, "Epistle to a Student of Dead Languages,"
Poems of Freneau, ed. Harry Hayden Clark (New York: Hafner
Publishing
Co., 1929), p. 398. (All subsequent references to poems by Freneau will
be taken from this edition and will appear in the text.)

r

1+3

r

nuturing the

child-~!an,

and in the next she has sum."lloned her

turbulant

forces to crush and destroy him.
With other Deists he shared the optimistic

belief that Han

was

perfectable, that Reason ruled in an ordered world, that Nature had been
set into operation by the Deity like a well-oiled machine:
Here beauty, order, power behold
Exact, all perfect, uncontrouled (sic);
All in its proper place arranged
Immortal, endless, and unchanged, ( 11 Reflections
on
the
Constitution, or Frame of Nature," p. 415).
And yet, his poems are haunted by the ephemerality, the
beau~y

mutability

of

and of life.
What then were Freneau's beliefs?

Did he really embrace

the

confidence of the Deists, or the skepticism of the neo-classicists?

Or

were his ideas, in fact, a melange of the two?

in

The answer must

lie

his poems.
In the 1815 two-volume edition of Freneau's later works,
appear three poems which deal with the poet's view of God.

there

The

three,

"On the Universality and Other Attributes of the God of Nature,"

"On

the Uniformity and Perfection of Nature," and "On the Religion of
ture," hold closely to the basic tenets of Deism.

Na-

No more of an atheist

than were Franklin and Jefferson, despite the charges of their

oppo-

nents, Freneau believed firmly in God and referred as often to the Bible
as to Classical works.

He spoke of Jesus and of the Bride of Christ.

He paraphrased "The History of the Prophet Jonah" and "The Jewish Lamentation" of the 137th Psalm from the sacred text, and explained that
alone is immortal and shall continue to exist when all else "Are
lowed up, and, like the pyramids,/ Leave not an atom for their
ment!" ("The Pyramids of Egypt," p. 207).

God
swal-

monu-
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But, as these three poems clearly show, his God was the
the Deists, remote and immutable.

He would not have quarreled

God

with the

Calvinists in their belief in the omnipotence, the omnipresence and
omniscience of God, but he would have violently disagreed
stretched all-knowing into

of

when

the
they

pre-knowing~

and that inevitably into predes-

tination and the doctrine of the elect.

The Deists were Democrats, ded-

cated to the causes of liberty, of man's rights and of equal
nity.

There was no room in their thinking for a religious

of "saints."

opportuaristocracy

Such a concept was suspiciously reminiscent of the

tism they had sought to leave behind them.

despo-

They saw God instead

unbiased creator, not disinterested in Man, but never involved

as an
in

his

life to the same extent as the Puritan God.
The Bible, relied upon so earnestly by the Puritans, was held by
Freneau and his fellow Deists in much the same light as other
ian writings.

antiquar-

It was consequential literature and as rich in imagery as

Homer or Horace, but was it the divinely inspired Word of God?
thought not.

They

A collection of writings by unknown authors, centuries old

and often poorly translated from Hebrew and Aramaic to Greek, to
to French and English, it had been traditionally accepted

Latin,

as God's Word

by those same priests and kings that the Deists so distrusted.

Why

put

faith in the doubtful and corrupted tradition of Man,

they argued, l-Then

all about you were the visible manifestations of God!

The trees,

the

birds, the elements, the seasons; these were the messages of God to man.
All that we see, about, abroad,
What is it all, but nature's God

In seas, on earth, this God is seen;
All that exist, upon him lean ("On the Universality and Other
Attributes of the God of Nature," p. 422).
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Thus Freneau wrote in his poem

11

God of Nature."

continued

He

to explain that God had set His world, His universe into operation
cording to a set of fixed laws, and that Himself unchanging, He
istered His la\'.rs impartially.

acadmin-

He scorned the Puritan notion of an ever-

interfering God, asserting that if God used Nature to manipulate

the

lives of men, if He miraculously parted the Red Sea to provide an avenue
of escape for His chosen people and then caused those same waters

to

crash over the heads of their Egyptian pursuers, He would be denying and
negating His own power to create a perfect and unchangeable system.
Could she [nature] descend from that great plan
To vrork unusual things for man,
To suit the insect of an hour -This would betray a want of power,
Unsettled in :i.ts first design
And erring, when it did combine
The parts that form the vast machine,
The figures sketch'd on nature's scene ("On the Uniformity
and Perfection of Nature," p. 423).

thought.

Man lived, after all, in the well-ordered universe of

Newtonian

To indiscriminately change that order for even an

infinites-

imal moment of time to benefit or destroy one of its lesser parts, would
imply a defect in the original creation.

Further, to imagine the Supreme

Being, the mighty First Cause, lowering Himself to participate and choose
sides in the petty squabbles of mankind was to reduce Him from an

immu-

table and eternal God to the level of the bickering, human deities

of

the Greeks and Romans.

And that, clearly, could not be.

Perfections of the first great cause
Submit to no contracted laws,
But all-sufficient, all-supreme,
Include no trivial views in them
So the system of Nature worked.

And because it worked,

because

it was in truth ordered and precise, Man could by studying it divine

a
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purpose in it.

As Nature provided

sons for the nurture and

gro~vth

sunshine~

rain, wind and cyclic sea-

of plants, so did she provide in

dance for the protection and nurture of mankind.
reserved for a body of elect, but rather,

11

abun-

Such protection was not

This universally extends/ And

leads to no mysterious ends," ("On the Religion of Nature," p.

42L~) •

Freneau saw in Nature a true religion, administered through love
by a benevolent God, free to all men, as in Emersonian thought, without
the intercession of priests and bishops.

In addition, this loving

extended understanding to doubting Man and continued to bless, not
even in the face of unbelief.

curse~

The world was thus intended to be a place

of goodness and abundance for mankind, a delightful
low."

God

garden~

Yet into this ideal world evil was admitted, and

a "heaven be-

Freneau~

like

Shelley, laid the source of trouble at the feet of the kings.
Cursed by the day~ how bright soe'er it shined~
That first made Kings the masters of mankind;

But cursed~ o'er all, who first to slavery broke
Submissive bowed and owned a monarch's yoke:

Hence wrath, and blood~ and feuds and wars began,
And man turned monster to his fellow man, ("A Picture of the
Times," p. 85).
And like many who followed him, he bemoaned the loss of the

age

of innocence in the world.
When men, yet social, knew no ills like these;
Then dormant yet, Ambition (half unknown)
No rival murdered to possess a throne;
No seas to guard, no empires to defend -Of some small tribe the father and the friend,
The hoary sage beneath his sylvan shade
Imposed no laws but those which reason made
He believed that men, left alone and without the interference of
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despotic and greedy powers, would revert to just, gentle,
dividuals, the innocent and noble natural man.

and sage

in-

Like Rousseau, he saw the

American Indian as a "noble savage," guileless and proud, only forced into murder and barbarities by the truculence of his civilized invaders.
Not only the natural man, but nature itself was easily corrupted
by the intrusion of civilization, and while Freneau sang the praises

of

commerce and science, he also deplored the inevitable loss of innocence.
wnere civilization intruded, wickedness and evil intruded as well.

In

"The Pictures of Columbus" Freneau described such an encroachment.
Sweet sylvan scenes of innocence and ease,
How calm and joyous pass the seasons here!
No splendid towns or spiry turrets rise,
No lordly palaces -- no DJrant kings
Enact hard laws to crush fair freedom here;
No gloomy jails to shuL up wretched men;
All, all are free! -- here God and nature reign;
Their \'rorks unsullied by the hands of men. -Hal what is this -- a murder'd wretch I see,
His blood yet warm -- 0 hapless islander,
"Hho could have thus so basely mangled thee,
Who never offer'd insult to our shore -Was it for those poor trinkets in your ears

Is this the fruit of my discovery!
If the first scene is murder, what shall follow
But havock, slaughter, chains and devastation
In every dress and form of cruelty! ("The Pictures of
ColUlnbus, 11 pp. 254-5).
A desire to maintain the natural innocence of America lay at the
base of many of Freneau's patriotic poems, as well as his versified eelebrations of Nature.

In the prevailing attitude of his times, he viewed

America as a New Jerusalem, a final hope for Man.

The pastoral

bilities of Europe had been destroyed over the centuries by greed
aggression.

possiand

But in the primitive woodlands of America, Man was afforded

a final opportunity to live as the God of Nature had intended. Freneau's
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attitude toward the pastoral aligned him with Thomas Jefferson, who

be-

lieved firmly that the United States should remain primarily an agrarian
society.

In Notes on the State of

Virginia~

Jefferson explained

his

position.
In Europe the lands are either cultivated or locked up against
the cul ti vat or. Hanufacture must therefore be resol'ted to
of necessity not of choice, to support the surplus of their
people. But we have an irr~ensity of land courting the
industry of the husbandman • • • • Those who labour in
the
earth are the chosen people of God, if ever he had a chosen
people, >Those breasts he has made his peculia1., deposit for
substantial and genuine virtue. • • .let our tvork-shops remain in Europe.8
Yet even the establishment of an agrarian society destroyed
innocent, undisturbed landscape.

the

Forests must be cleared to provide ter-

rain suitable for cultivation, and as the broad-axe sang out
countryside, Freneau was faced with an insoluble

across the

dile~~.

vfuat was truly the subject matter of his poetry -- the tension between the primative~ passive pastoral and the active,
cultivated Arcadia -- existed in a psychological landscape
he could never quite render.9
In poems like "The Dying Indian 11 and "The Indian Student,"

he

anticipated the nostalgia for the lost pastoral that was to be the theme
of Cooper's novels.

But while Cooper was content to blame the

corrup-

tion of the pastoral upon civilization, Freneau held that Nature herself
conspired against Man.

In "The Beauties of Santa Cruz 11 he

scenes of serenity and turbulence.
waters like a sensuous

woman~

juxtaposed

"Fair Santa Cruz" arose from

her waist bathed in waves.

the

Yet those very

8Thomas Jefferson~ Notes on the State of Virginia in Literature
of the Early Republic, pp. 184-5.
9Annette Kolodny, The Lay of the Land {Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1975), p. 52.
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>-raters r·oared threateningly and the shore was lined with "sharp, craggy
rocks."

Among

the plums,

the melons

and the apples

grew

also the

machineel, the forbidden fruit of that Eden, \vhich t.;as "Alluring to
smell, fair to the eye,/ But deadliest poison in the taste is
("The Beauties of Santa Cruz," p. 302).

the

found, 11

And in the ver-:1 midst of

somnolence, the quiet was torn by the violence of the hurricane
sylvan peace \'las ravaged by the fierce Hinds and rains.

the
and the

But here, as in

"The Dying Indian, 11 Freneau's hope and optimism came to his aid, and
reassured himself that "Again shall Nature smile, serenely gay

he

(ibid,

p. 308).

It vras this very observance of Nature's tendency to change Hhich
began to trouble Freneau and which led to what became the basic theme of
much of his poetry:

the mutabili "t<.J of life.

The system of Nature

vided for the death as well as the birth of all living things.

It

signed to each creature, each tree, each flower a certain span of

proaslife,

and they lived and died following that timetable with unerring exactness.
Through the seasons, Nature spanned the life cycle of Han as t.rell as his
natural world, and spring, summer, fall, winter had long been symbols of
birth, maturity, old age and death.

But for the world, spring and

birth came again and again, making death, like life, a transient

restate

in the cycle of creation.
But while Han was subject to those same laws of Nature, he
not benefit from its renewal.

did

Freneau did not consider, perhaps was not

even aware, of the Eastern philosophy of reincarnation.

Man, in his un-

derstanding, did not return to earth like the spring, to begin life anew.
In "The Seasons Moralized," he emphasized that fact, saying,
alas! shall spring restore,/ But youth returns to man no more."

"Winter,
In "Man

rr
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of Ninety" he returns again to the subject of lost youth.

There

puzzlement and regret as well, that intelligent, reasoning Han

is
should

spring from the same "grassy plain" as the rest of nature and then

die,

while nature, mute and unknowing, continues to endure.
Woefully, the old man addresses the tree he had planted

as

a

youth:
How much alike our fortune -- say -Yet, Hhy must I so soon decay
"\)1f1en thou hast scarcely reached thy prime
Erect and tall, you joyous stand;
The staff of age has found my hand,
That guides me to the grave of time ("Man of Ninety,"

pp.
360-1).

Time vras the great villain.

Time had conspired with

destroy the gentle innocence, the sylvan beauty of nature.

Nan

But like an

unfaithful cohort, Time had turned about and conspired against
destroy l:tm as well.

to

Man

to

In a world where Nature was everoprhere the same and

Han everyivhere a part of it, no man, Freneau believed, could
exiled or alone as long as he lived.

be

It was only death, that

truly

unspeak-

able servant of Time, which could remove his citizenship from the world,
for "Time, only, makes The Banish'd Man" ("The Banished Man," p. 384).
It was inevitable that death should be much in Freneau's thoughts
and that he should view eternal life with skepticism and paradise
doubt.

There had been no question for the Calvinists.

Their

with

doctrine

taught that there was a place of eternal reward for the elect and a place
of eternal punishment for the wicked.

If a man had any doubts,

scrip-

tural texts on heaven and hell could be thrust beneath his nose.
Bible was the infallible Word of God.

The

If it said something existed,

it

existed.
But to the Deists, whose Bible was Nature, there

was

no

such
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incontestable viOrd.
.".t:fter

death.

of a fl01.rer

Nature

All th1ngs
m~

a bee

vlas

j

had little to say on the subject of

n nature faced eventual decay.

The

life

life span

brief, and once ended, Has ended here forever.

The Deists were, of course, eternal optimists, and Thomas
could begin his Credo from The Age of Reason by saying,
one God, and no more; and I hope for happiness beyond
it was a hope only, never a sure belief.

I

Paine

believe

in

this life."

It was a hope vThich

But

Freneau

found himself increasingly unable to sustain.
Bore and more enamoured of the tiny, insignificant

members

of

Nature's world, he dedicated poems to Hhat -vmre in his day, unlikely subjects:

a honeysuckle blossom, a caty-did, a bee about to droVln itself in

a glass of wine, a night-fly flirting vdth the flame of a candle.
these as much as by his grand scenic descriptions, he guided

By

American

poetry a>-.ay from Hichael Higglesworth' s "Day of Doom" and tm.,ards Bryant 1 s
"To

A Haterfowl."

Yet in all of these he saw more and more the brevity

of life and was filled more and more vlith doubts of a life for
the vast beyond.

Han

In "On_the Vicissitudes of Things," he began by

in
ad-

mi tting "'The constant lapse of rolling year/ Awakes our hopes,

pro-

vokes our fears/ Of something yet unknoVln, "' ("On the Vicissitudes

of

Things," p. 335).
He saw in Nature the parallel explanation of Man's life and
words he uttered in response to the fading of a flower were his
also for the fading of a man's life.

In "The i-lild Honey Suckle"

the

words
he

cried:
If nothing once, you nothing
For when you die you are the
The space beu~een,
The frail duration

lose,
same;
is but an hour,
of a flower, ("The 'Ylild Honey
Suckle," p. 341).
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The frail duration of a man, from nothing come, to nothing gone.
~s

Absent

the Puritan certainty of an afterlife, the Quaker' knowledze of heaven

and hell.

~1an

comes from nothing lD;:e the flo<Jer, and i·Then he dies,

to

nothing goes.
Ye thoughtless fair! -- he early death bemoan,
Sense, virtue, beauty, to oblivion gone, ("To A Caty-Did,"
p. 412).

If there was a land of the dead, a resting place for the soul
Freneau did not knoY? of it.

Like the tiny Cat:<;-did, Man

must disappeal'/ \'lith the verdure of the year, 1

--/
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of

Han,

Soon.

And to go, \'le knm-r not

where, ll ("Elegiac Lines," p. 351).
Han, to Freneau, >vas like a sailor tossed in a hurricane at sea.
1-Jithout the beam of shore lights or the welcoming nrinkle

guiding

of

piti-

stars, he was at the mercy of the elements, who hurried him with
les.::; th:cust to the coral beds at the ocean's floor.

But what a strange, uncoasted strand
Is that, where fate permits no day -No charts have we to mark that land,
No compass to direct that way -Hhat Pilot shall explore that realm,
What new Columbus take the helm! ("The Hurricane,!! p. 331).
Death Has an uncharted land, for none there were, Hho having gone
there had returned to shm'l others the way.

Hhile the God of the Puritans

stretched forth a hand and helped the elect to cross Jordan's

muddy

v<aters, the Deist had to make the journey alone, hopeless, blind,
without a friend.

Of Tomo-Chequi, the dying Indian, Freneau

question which had so long hau.-<ted him.

If man's death is but

asked

and
the

eternal

sleep, why was man
Perplexed with doubts, and tortured with despair,
'Ylhy so dejected at this hopeless sleep? ("The Dying Indian,n
p. 329).
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allm.;ed

And into the mcu·th of this noble savage, this natural man, he
the despairing and truthful answer, the ansiver from Hhich he
but 1>thich had, in the end, apprehended him.

had

fled,

Death was a fearful and awe-

some thing because it was unknmm, but most of all, because it must

be

faced alone.
'For long the journey is that I must go,
Hithout a partner, and without a guide,'
Because he believed God provided Hature as r,lan 's Bible and

then

endoHed Han with the reason necessary to devine its message, Freneau >1'as
essentially a Deist.
Fr;:;.nklins and the

He shared the optimism of the Jeffersons,

Paines~

the

but his careful observance of Nature

carried

him beyond the thought of men like these and into the shadowland
doubt.

He agreed that uncivilized man was naturally guileless

of
and that

even ci n:Llized man was perfectible, yet compared to the predators vihich
stalked the American continant, Freneau had found that "Hen
fierce, more terrible than they. 11

more

ax•e

(''The American Village, 11 p.

2F~) •

He vie'Hed. in Nature a vast, synchronized machine, set into operation by a benevolent but absent God.

It ran eternally smoothly and with-

out deviation, for created by a good and perfect God, it must
good and perfect.

Freneau thus exempted himself by this credo

itself be
from the
were

fear of dar.mation and from the anxiety of ever wondering if he
among the elect.

But he exempted himself also, from the comforting

thought that God intervened in behalf of his saints and would -v;elcome
them with open arms into eternal paradise.
stated by the Puritan's Bible.

These things were

Freneau's Bible held no such

clearly
promises.

For Freneau, God would expend no more effort than he would expend for any
other human being, and all that God intended to do for
been set into irrevocable motion.

~1an

had

Paine could look to death

already
with

hope
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i£

not assurance.

But for Freneau there v1as no such hope.

nothing in Nature Hhich could teach him of !1an 1 s ultimate
cept that, like all creatures, he must someday die.

He

found

destiny

ex-

He concluded

at

last, and without conviction, that death must be a long, pitiless sleep.
Uith the Democrats, and especially Jefferson, he
promote the
States.

development

of a totally agrarian

undertook

society

in the United

Like Jefferson, he argued that America should leave

crowded, evil-breeding cities and their factories across

the

the

liveli-

But the very act of clearing land for fields

the innocence of Nature, tree by hewn tree, and Freneau
troubled to see it go.

over-

ocean.

Americans should return to the arms of Nature and accept their
hood from her.

to

destroyed
greatly

was

Threatened animals fled westHard or Here slaugh-

tered, and the nople Redman turned from his innocence to war

hopelessly

agains l: the hated 'Vihi te invader.

among

One man could stand alone

splendor of Nature's forests, but bring ten men, one hundred

men

the
there

and the lusty sound of axes would smother the songs of the thrush.
Freneau was the first American poet of consequence to turn

away

from the stilted phrases of European writers and from the soberly
gious tones of the Puritans.

He was the first American

Wl~iter

reli-

to

turn

to Nature for his inspiration and much of what concerned him became
concern also of later men.

His cries for a literature that

American were echoed by men of letters for generations,

and

be realized that it was Freneau himself Hho made the first

was

it

the

truly
should

discernable

step in that direction.
His nostalgia for the lost innocence of America and his

admira-

tion for some, at least, of the noble Redmen 9 were sounded again in
'\-;orks of Cooper and Irving.

His essentially romantic "House of

the

Night"
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foresa:; the poer::s and sho:c>t stories of Poe and som9 of the more
stories of Hairt1::...:n'ne.

macabre

He both loved the sea e1nd hated it, turning to it

for solace vlhen the fiercest eri tics attacked, and yet fearing it
i·ts threatening po>·!er over tho lives of men.

for

It v1as, in part, his live-

lihood, but it i..ras also the constant menace of death in a watery grave.

His ambivalence to1.,rard these mighty 'daters and his enchantment
lush innocence of the tropical islands -vtere themes Hhich were

with the
to recur

nearly a century later in Helville's works.
There is little doubt that Freneau introduced into

American

lite:r•ature themes H11ich Here to mature in the works of later authors and
poets, but it is his concepts of Nature, his recognition of

it

as

source of inspiration for an American literature, v:hich is most
tant.

imp or-

The wilderness has ever been America's greatest resource, and men

had be,;;un to write about it before Freneau.

But it v.ras he >vho

the romantic into his regard, who saH in a tree more than an
description of leaves and bark.

allm·1ed
accurate

There is a soul in Nature which Freneau

discovered, a soul very like the soul of Han.

By looking into that soul,

Freneau found that a man can see an image of himself, and through
image, achieve greater understanding.
wave.

a

Tree,

flower, honey-bee,

Of each of these could equally be said what Freneau said

that
ocean
of

the

brook:
Emblem, thou, of restless man;'
i-n1at a sketch of nature's plan!
Nov: at peace, and noi-t at ivar,
NoH you murmur, now you roar;
!,1uddy now, and H.mpid next,
NoH vrith icy shackles vext -Vi11at a likeness here we find!
lfthat a picture of mankind! ("The Brook of the Valley," pp.
418-9).

r
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i-TILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT
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Accordh:~Y,

by

a critic

'~<·hen

to Sainte-Beuve,
considering

religiously?" and "Hovr

Has he

t·.w importan·i: questions to be

asked

an author's •<tork are, "Ylhat did he

think

affected by the sight of Nature?"l

though modern thought has carried us far from Sa.inte-Beuve 's

Al-

concerns,

these questions remai::1 valid ones v1hen con:sidering the poetry of \-rilliam
Cullen Bryant.
Bryant

gre~·r

up in the aftermath of the Revolution,

while

by Freneau and the Connecticut vlits were still in vogue, and

poems

he

lived

to see the generation of writers vrhich follov;ed him usher in the

period

generally known as the American Renaissance.

In comparison

with

political ly:r>ics of the Revolution and the vivid imagery of the

Trans-

cendentalists, B:t'yant 's verses appear much as the man himself
to his contenporaries, calm, dignified and passionl<;!SS.

Yet

the

appeared

lie

there

beneath the placid surface of those poems, energetic emotional currents,
which reflect not only the poet, but the age in which he lived.
In the two centuries preceding Bryant's career, Man's
to Nature had altered considerably.

·reaction
temperament

In England, artistic

had mmng from hurnanism to classical realism to romanticism, and despite
the Revolution, American sentiments had followed suit, though not

with-

out some differences introduced by the growing spirit of nationalism.
From before the Revolution, it had become increasingly necessary

for Americans to defend their way of life from European
inferiority.

Continental visitors had criticized the

charges
savage

of

ignorance

lcharles Augu3tin Sainte-Beuve, from "Chateaubriand,IT
Nouveaux
Lundis (July 22, 1862) as translated and quoted by Walter Jackson Bate
in Criticism: The Najor Texts, (New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich,
Inc::-I970), p. 499.
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of the Indians, the barbarity of the fr'onti.ersmen,
perfect social graces of

N\'!H

and

the

England society, which lacked

and formality of the Old \'iOI•ld Aristocracy.

less
the

than

glitter

American after American had

offered ea:mest defense until somehm.r, with the Revolution, defense
turned to attack.

By the close of the \·Jar of 1812, American

had undergone a dramatic change.

British Lion tHice and tvdce defeated he,;:'.
of national destiny had begun to
self-estee;n.

~wrk

the

Pride and a deepening

definitive changes

Things European >'lere no longer models of

excellency Americans strove to emulate.

attitudes

fought

The United States had

had

sense

American

in

perfection whose

Instead, there was

daw~ing

a

realization that life on this side of the Atlantic might indeed be

bet-

ter than tha·t in Europe.
Unlike her European cousins, America no longer staggered beneath
the

or:~:''CS:S.lng

yoke of a monarchy.

whh

Her cities were not teeming

masses of starving poor, struggling for existence among the soot-choked,
factory-lined streets.
London.

Boston had no mudlarks, New York, no Tower

America had, instead, thousands of acres of woodlands,

meadows, crystal lakes, and wild cataracts.

of

rolling
neither

Her cities were

ancient nor overcrowded, and the fields which dotted her countrjside, in
the north at least, were

o~med

If

by the men who tilled them.

Europe

claimed to have art and literature far superior to America's

tentative

-vrorks, she laid claim to something of far greater importance

natural

innocence.
It is undc:rstandable that America's developing national
ature should look to this same natural innocence for inspiration.
Longfellow came
American Redman.

~-?ong

literFrom

of Hiawatha, the romanticized epic of the noble

Cooper often demonized the Indian, but

at other times
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he romanticized both him and the unrestrained freedom of the
hc•me

of his

frontie:r.~::;;rnan-hcro, Natty

Bumppo.

wilderness

Hashiagton Il'Ving

haps more cosmopolitan but no less 1\t-:e:r•ican :--lith his vritt'_f
Papers, and if his essays

wex'e

~ws

per-

Salmacundi
------·'
---

l'eminiscent of Addison and Steele,

descriptions of the Catskill Mountains in n:Rip Van Hinkle"
Legend of Sleepy HollOiv" t-:ere very American in flavor.

his

and

"The

Bryant,

too,

celebrated the beauties of his homeland, and more purely than the

poems

of those befcre him, his ·.rerses ar·e solemn hymns to the sublimity of the
American landscape.
Religious views in the United States had also changed,
country g)."'eH from fettered colonies into a free republic,
most radically among men of letters.

as

and

Earliest writers for

the

changed

the

most

pal't h<Jd been chroniclers like Hilliarn Bradford, ministers like

Hathe!'

Byles and Cotton Hather or religious poets like Anne Bradstreet

and

Nichael HigglesHorth.

In every sentence, in every thought, God had fig-

ured prominently. . By the mid-1700 1 s, hm1ever, religious

questions

had

begun to be usurped by political considerations, and God became less
topic of discussion than the impending revolt.

Seeking religious

a
as

'!-Tell as political independence, vrri ters like Franklin, Paine, and Freneau
had embraced Deism, and although that doctrine never enjoyed

universal

support, it figured prominently in the best writing of the Revolutionary
Period.
By Bryant's day, the country Has fast becoming religiously eclectic.

Calvinism still held its ovm in most of the NeH England states, but

it was a weakened Calvinism, robbed of strength by the growth of
cracy and the inevitable collapse of its ideal theocratic

demo-

foundations.

It had survived by l"eluctantly adapting to its anti-aristocratic

world,
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but its posttion

Fcs condnuaJ.ly threatened.

corm:mnities

could support

preacher

stopped by pcrhc.ps once a mor:th.

Hhc

o;;ly a s:tn13le

nade do Hith no church at all.

On the

frontier~

chm'ch and a

many

ci:ccuit-riding

Others, not so

lucky,

The luxury of belonging to a

denomination had no place on the prairies.

specific

In Ne>v England,

liberalism

had begun to inf:i.ltr•at:e not only the churches, but the scminal'ies,

and

by 1815 a tvide gulf had opened betHeen the liberal Unitarians

the

and

conservative, orthodox Calvinists over the question of the Trinity.
Religious concerns, hoHever, remained far less a part of

every-

day life, d<o:spi te the theological battles, and if writers still felt the
missionary zeal to be didactic, the content of their messages

vms

fal"

removed frcm that of their fathers.

for

the

Theirs had become a zeal

vast and majestic landscape of their youthful homeland.

Hriters)

art-

ists, farme:c-s, and politicians alike celebr-ated its beauties with

in-

creasing fervor.
felt.

And it wa.s unmistakably a religious fervor

>lhich they

They did not, for the most pa.rt, follow their predecessors

vievdng Nature as a visible link between 1·1an and Gcd.

in

Its capacity

teaching mankind the road to salvation, its ability to s:yl!lbolize
etm'nal cycle of life and death, its propensity to explain the
God to r-1an -- all these aptitudes of Nature, whether real
were largely ignored.
tive powers.

or

Nature was revered, instead, for her

the

Hays

of

imagined,

o~m

redemp-

Man in his natural state must have been far superior

Han cor'rupted by the power and avarice of governments, priests,
kings, they reasoned, just as the glories of the untamed

for

to
and

American wild-

erness were far superior to the carefully manicured landscapes of England.
Thus, Americans began to discover, as had the German and English
tics before them, that they could find salvation, could escape

Romancorrup-

r
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tion and could re-discover natural innocence through the observation and
reverence of their natural, undefiled envh-.onment.

America was

in

the

grips of a Nature cult.
During this period, artists flou:r·ished and landscape painting enjoyed immense popularity.

The Hudson River artists like Cole and Du:r'and

were typical of the period, painting panoramic river vistas in which the
emphasis was neither on detail nor on perspective but rather

upon

the

awe-inspiring and the grand.
The grandeur of the American countryside was the subject of much
of the literature of the era, as Hell.

But of all the writers who dealt

with it as a theme, William Cullen Bryant enjoyed the longest and

most

successful career.

some

His close friendship with Cole has occasioned

critical comments likening his word-pictures to the Hudson artist's land'J.nting.

But although his poems depict scenes drawn

vividly

RS

with plu as they could have been \vith brush, it is not the technical
pects of his works which are the concern of this study.

It is

as-

intended

instead to explore Bryant's concept of the God-Nature-Man trinity and the
ways in Hhich he treated their inter-relationships in his poems,
Unlike many of the poets who preceded him, Bryant
religious crusader.

He did not rhapsodize upon the beauties

nor catalogue the horrors of Hell.

was

not a

of

Heaven

There were no images of hopeless sin-

ners dangling from tne fingers of an enraged Almighty in his poems,
were there visions of a satisfied Creator, calmly watching from
while His creation operated with mechanical sureness.

nor
afar

That Bryant

be-

lieved in G0d is certain fl:'om indications not only in his poems, but in
his private corl"espondance and from the numerous hymns of praise
he composed throughout his lifetime.

Yet he never used his poems

which
to
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p:c·omote

a particul2r s2ctarian dogma and the references to God in

most

of his verses are subtle and subdued.
It is often presuu;ptuous to attempt to assign someone

to

this

religious viewpoint or to that philosophical school of thought, and tdth
Bryant it is also

ex~crer:v~ly

difficult.

He was brought up in a basically

Congregationalist horr:e and tz'ai.ncd in the traditional theology
Calvinists.

of

the

But Bryant's father had turned to the less orthodox doctrine

of the Unita:::'ians, and it >:·ms this Church which Bryant at last joined in
1858.

Hm.;ever, despite his evident sympathy vdth the Unitarian movement,

his poems bear little evidence of the denial of the Trinity Hhich
l7lajor pm"'t of the Unitaria.n doctt'ine.

It is true that he makes

was a
few

references to the Holy Spirit and that he seems to focus mostly on Jesus
and His love for mankind, but he refers as well to God the Father,

and

in at h; ,;~:;T one of his hymns, to both Father and Son.
Lo! in the clouds of Heaven appears
God's well-beloved Son;
He brings a train of brighter years;
His kingdom is begun;
He comes a guilty world to bless
rlith mercy, truth, and righteousness.
Oh, Father! haste the promised hour,
Hhen at His feet shall lie
All rule, authority, and power,
Beneath the ample sky!
~f.~en He shall reign from pole to pole,
T.~e Lord of every human soul.2
Bryant's reluctance to deny the existence of the Trinity and his
very traditional vie-vt of God the Creator have led to a number of critical

William Cullen B:rya.nt, "Thou hast put All Things under
His
Feet," in The Poetical \'Jorks of Hilliam Cullen Bryant, Roslyn
Ed:i.tion,
(1903; rpt. N~<-Yo-rk: MlS P::'ess, 1969), p. 360. (All subsequent references to Bryant's poems will be noted in the text.)
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vie'ls

of his

religious beliefs.

In his biography of Bryant,

rlcLean, Jr·., maintains that in his religious beliefs the poet is
tic. 3

Hilson Clough

definitely libera1, 4

describes Bryant's

views as being

Alfred
eclec-

unclear but

Hhile l>lilliam Lyon Phelps calls Bryant a "censer-

vative Unitarian."S
Norman Foerster, like Phelps, emphasizes the conservatism

of

Bryant, going even further by drmdng attention to v;hat he sees as
allels between Bryant's concerns and those of the Puritans.

par-

He contends

that Bryant's sensations of joy and a'rre .in the presence of Nature, lvhich
is God 1 s handhrork, recall the passionate vision of God's beauty
majesty as it was experienced by the later Puritans.

and

Likewise, he views

in Bryant's frequent reflections upon the awesome call of death, a repetition of the Puritan fear of the hor·rors of Hell.

In

the

years

when

New England Transcendentalism was beginning to take hold, Foerster

con-

eludes, Bryant "scarcely wavers from the conception of

nature

as the

unspiritual product of the same God the Hathers and Jonathan Edwards

~r-

shipped."6
Yet the days of the Hathers and Edwards were long
Bryant began to write, and even had they not been, Bryant's

past

when

poems spoke

of the universal mercy of God as the Puritans' verses had never done.

3Albert F. HcLean, Jr., William Cullen Bryant, (Ne;.r York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc. , 19 64) , p. 32.
4Hilson Clough, The Necessary Earth: Nature and Solitude
in
American LJ-terature, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1964), p. 91.
York:

5William Lyon Phelps, The Poetry of William Cullen Bryant,
The Nacmillan Company, 1924), p. 21.

(New

6Norman Foerster, N<:tture in American Literature: Studies in the
Modern View of Nature, (New YorK: The l'lacmillan Company, 1923), p. 18.

r
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Like the Puritans, Bryant re.:'\d and believed in the Bible as a source

of

knoHledge of God, often using portions of scripture verses as the titles
of his religious hymns.

Like them he believed that Jesus had died

the salvation of humanity, and \vith them Bryant would give thanks

for
for

the moment when
He grasped the iron veil, he drew
Its gloomy folds aside,
And opened, to his folloHers' view,
The glorious vTOrld they hide.
11
(
This do, in Remembrance of Ne," p. 359.)
But the Puritans insisted that Christ's sacrifice had been only for
"elect," those special chosen feH· fer vrhom God had pre-ordained
salvation.

the

eternal

To the rest of mankind, yet lost in their sin and guilt, God

turned his back.

In Bryant's verses there are no suggestions of this dark
;L',·;

':s of predestination or predetel'mination.

He sings praises

instead to the Son of God \-Tho died, not to save the elect, but
all mankind.

doc-

to

save

His God is a God of love, not of anger, a God 1vho

is

"Patient with headstrong guilt to bear/ Slow to avenge and kind

to

spare. " ("His Tender Hercies are over all His \'lorks, 11 p. 351.)

He

a God Hhose brow "Love never yet forsook," ("A Broken and a
Heart, oh God, Thou
to hear and

ans~ver

~vil t

not Despise, 11 p. 352. ) and

~.rho

is

Contrite

is ever

willing

the prayers of His repentant children.

Yet, pleased the huwble prayer to hear,
And kind to all that live,
Thou, when thou seest the contrite tear,
Al"t ready to forgive.
("A Broken and Contrite Heart,"
p. 352.)

Like the Deists of the late 1700's, Bryant believed

that

God

had created the world as a place of beauty for the enjoyment and enrichment of Man, and he delighted ·in its glories again and again

in

his
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verses.

But Hhile the Deists felt that, with the work of creation

com-

pleted, God had withdrmm to watch it operate, Bryant envisioned

God

as a constant and im;nediate source of guidanc•2 and comfort.

"¥ras

God

to Bryant "In \We' s dark hour our kindest stay I Sole trust when
shall pass away."

("His tender Mercies," p. 351.)

He felt

that

life
God

guided men's steps and watched over them with compassion and vdth love,
and thus, in the hymn, "Thou, God, Seest l1e," he earnestly invoked
Oh, 1-1here 1 er our path may lie,
Father, let us not forget
That 1-1e walk beneath thi.ne eye,
That thy care upholds us yet.

(p. 357.)

Carrying the theme of God as a constant protector and guide even
further, Bryant addressed Him as the nGuardian Power" (p. 365.) who

had

held together the infant league of states, and Hho had, in the beginning,
led the first pilgrims to Ameri.can shores and there established for them
"the cradle of a free-born race."

("In

~1emoriam,"

p. 363.) Through this

concept, Bryant supported the growing nationalistic view of America as a
divinely appointed example to the Horld of a land of freedom, where
people ruled themselves Hi thout the aid of kings.

the

The Puritan theor<J of

religious destiny and the idea of a national destiny, which had grmvn out
of the Revolutionary era, had become one.
In eastern lands a servile race
!·lay bow to thrones and diadems ;
And hide in dust the abject face,
Before the glare of gold and gems,
For us , He Jmeel to One alone ;
And fr·eemen v..•orship only Him
Before the brightness of Hhose -rhrone
The proudest pomps of earth are dim.
And therefore to his children here
This bright and blooming land He gave,
Hherc famine never blasts the year,
Nor plagues, nor earthquakes glut the grave;

r
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'

A land \fherc all the gifts
Tl1at Hea'\;en b~~sto~-,;s to
A lund of peace, a land of
A land tr!1ere truth a·nd

unite
rr.ake life svteet;

light,
mercy meet

'II

("The F::t•eeman' s Hymn, n

pp. 360-l.)
To focus on Bryant's concept of the

God-Nature-Man

ship, it may be well to vie'l·< it in the perspective

predecessors.

Deistic thinking

of

relation-

its

immediate

God in a remote vantage

placed

point

from which He could observe the workings of the world but from which
never departed in order to intervene
Nature, therefore,

became

understanding, providing
sent Cl'eator did not.
cal to the Deists.

in

He

the functions of His creation.

Han's irmnediate source

of information

and

the guidance and the instruction that the

That Nature should so function seemed only

ahlogi-

Since a perfect God must create a perfect world, and

since a perf:.:ct world must contain some provision

for

the edifying

of

humam ··/, it appeared reasonable to them that Nature must be that provision.
Puritan
God

was not

the affairs
setting

minds

Nature

in a very

a remote observer, but a very
of

Han.

into which

introduction of sin

wnen

He had created

He had placed
into

Han and Nature alike,
one another.

viewed

the

and

the

had

of

had caused

them

Bible.

by

in

participant
world

the Fall.

often

light.

as a lovely
But

the

the perfection
to be at

of

odds

\dth

it

was

the Puritans,

God's handiwork and without the suggestion that

it <:ould be read like a book for the answers

tior:.s which plagued Han.

natural

destroyed

Nature was appreciated

appreciated as a piece

immediate

Adam before

world

different

To the Deists,

To the Puritans it was neither..

Hhen He so chose, employ Nature to reveal

to. the aetiological

Nature

was both

They accepted
certain

ques-

teacher

that God

truths to

and

could,

Man,

but

these flashes of intuition were not common occurences and were, further-
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more, divinely promoted.

They happened, therefore, only to the elect.

Bryant 1 s beliefs seemed to fall soJ!le-v;here behreen those extremes,
being neither so conservative as those of the Puritans, nor
as those of the Deists.

so

liberal

But by orthodox standards he was Hithout

a liberal, and his regard for Nature vras more akin to

that

of

doubt
Freneau

than that of Edwards.
Like the artists of the early nineteenth century, BrJant was
love vrith the beauty and aHesomeness of the American landscape
endeavored to recreate that same grandeur in his verses.
record ;·1hat he had seen was never his intention.

Rather,

relationship of Nature to Han and to God and the varied
which Nature could provoke

~-Tithin

and

But to
it

in
he

simply

was

the

associations

a receptive mind Y.lhich concerned him.

Like Ed;.;ards and Freneau, Bryant believed that Nature could teach
Han ete:r:-nal truths, but where Edwards reserved the perception of

those

truths only for the elect and Freneau saw them as a pre-ordered

source

of information set in existence and never changed by a remote and

un-

reachable God, Bryant's lli>derstanding of Nature as teacher was far

dif-

ferent.

per-

Edwards had been quick to assume that the truths ,.,hich he

ceived from the external world

~iere

the only ones which God intended

teach by that particular aspect of Nature and that they had been
minated for his understanding by a direct revelation from God.

to

illuFreneau,

on the other hand, believed that many lessons could be learned

from

Nature and that their perception was totally dependent upon the

observ-

or.

Nature,

God was concerned solely because it was He who had created

thus providing a source of answers to Man's questions about life

and

death.
For Bryant) Nature's lessons were available to anyone

t'1hose

r
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m:ir.d was rec;;;pti ve to them.

To understand them did not necessitate

t

vine :r'evelation, but neither was God completely absent from a

'

plation of their truths.

di-

contem-

I

Hature was not a Bible Hritten by the hand

of

God, but :t'ather a companion volume, i·rhich sel'Ved to illustrate the

a:x:i-

oms presented in the first.

mind

Thus, to observe Nature with an open

>vas to a] lmv oneself to draw parallels between Nature and moral lmrs. To
recognize the majesty and grandeur of the surging rivers and vmoded mountains was to recognize as ·Hell the majesty and grandeur of a God, powerful enough to create them.

To feel humility in the presence

was to feel humility in the face of God's power and might.

of Nature,
It

became

the job of the artist or poet to make such experiences available to
men.

all

As Donald A. Ringe observed,
Essentially their task was to recreate the dominant moods of
nature in such a ~vay that there would be aroused in the mind
of the reader or beholder, emotions similar to those
inspired by the external landscape. In this manner, their art
could serve as a substitute for nature in leading
men
to
truth.7

Ynat truth, ultimately, was moral truth and the ideal end of

communion

with nature became communion with God.
Tne external world-- the mountains, the rivers, the forests

became more, then, than just

S}~ols

of God's bounty.

TI1ey became,

well, temples where Man could join Nature in joyful t>10rship of the

as
Cre-

ator.
Father, thy hand
Hath n;ared these venerable columns, thou
Didst we.:>ve this verdant roof. Thou didst look down
Upon the naked earth, and, forthwith, rose
All these fair ranks of trees • • •

7 Donald A. Ringe, "Kindred Spirits:
Quarterly, 6 (1954), p. 237.

Bryant and Cole,"

American
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As no;·r they stand, massy, and t2,ll, and dark,
Fit sl-r:" l11e for l1u~n.ble wox·sl1ippcr to l1old
ComE~un.ion

with his maker.

(!'A Forest Hymn," p. 79. )
reproduc-

To the artist, then, t,rhether creating by brush or quill, the

tion of a majestic landscape became an essentially religious expel'ience.
Bryant, further, felt that Nature was primarily a personal
tor.

men-

That is to say, he did not believe that the lessons which

he

lear•ned from observing the external world vlere the only precepts to

be

so acquired, nor the exact ones that every other individual "1-rould absorb

in the same circuinstances.

Neither did Nature ah:ays instruct

the same way, nor speak to him with the same voice.
that she resronded to

~lan 's

Han

in

Rather, Bryant held

changing moods, sharing his joy when

he was

happy and offer•ing him consolation Hhen he vras sad.
To him who in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language. ("Thanatopsis, 11 p. 21).
Bryant's early poems reflect a totally natural

seemingly

and

effortless progression from the contemplation of a woodland in winter or
images

the light of a new moon, to the deeper understanding that those
evoke in him.

He looks upon Nature, observes her, experiences, feels, and

from those emotive sensations, draws morals which he shares
readers.

His pensive conclusions seem only that, and the reader

offended by obvious and contrived didacticisms.

In the murmer

west wind among the trees, he imagines he hears sighs of woe.

his

with

is not
of

the

Such

ex-

pressions of sorrow seem out of place among the peaceful, sunlit valleys,
and he chides the breeze gently.
Ah! thou
iihen
Dims the
Thou

art like our wa~~ard race; -not a shade of pain or ill
bright smile or Nature's face,
lov'st to sigh and murmer still. ("The West Hind,"
p. 33).
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To October, the lovely month vrhen nthe year smiles as it dra'.vs
death 11 ("October,"

p. 99),

Bryant

e:<:pr;esses the hope

that

near its
he, also,

might live out the last of his days in serenity, "And Hhen my last
hrinkled in the glass/ Pass silently from men, as thou dost
99.)

pass." (p.

One of his best knmm reflections on Nature comes, of course, from

the poem "To a llaterfo-;..:1, 11 where the certain, yet invisible path
b :i.rd across the s!cy caused him to muse upon the passage of Nan
life.

sand

of

a

through

He hTOte:
Thou 1 rt gone, the abyss of heaven
Hath Silallo';~ed up thy form; yet , on my heart
Deeply has sunk the lesson thou hast given,
And sh2.ll not soon depart.
He Hho, from zone to zone,
Guides throu.:;h the boundless sky thy certain flight,
In the long Hay that I must tread alone,
;1111 lead my steps aright. (p. 26-7.)
As Bryant's career advanced, hm'lever, there appeared a

change in his poems.

Here and more he began -vrith a lesson

groped about for a description of Nature to illustrate it.

subtle

The poems are

not, in most cases, less pmverful for this reversal, but they
less natural.

then

and

do

seem

Bryant was allmring what had before been personal, organ-

ic, and spontaneous to become deliberate efforts at instruction.
In "The Prairies," one of his earlier poems, Bryant vms

filled

with a'·le as he confronted the vast and lonely grasslands of Illinois. The
undulating v!aves of green stl'etched as far as he could see, unbroken
homestead or tovm.

It was a desolate vrilder·ness, a barren

where the only signs of life, other than of the insec·t world,

wasteland,
were

footprints of the vanished bison and the funeral mounds of a race
departed from that land.

by

the
long

The sight of those mounds, alone and untended,

caused him to think of the men who had built them, of the Indians who had
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dis-possessed them,

and of ·the \'lhite Man who had, in turn,

Redman from the prairies.

driven

He concluded that the cycle of change

the
t.;as a

natural one.
Thus change the forms of being. Thus arise
Races of living things, glorious in strength,
And perish, as the quickening breath of God
Fills them, or is wi thdru'tffi ("The Prairies, 11 p. 132).
Some seventeen years later, however, when struck anew
mutability of life, he contrived a natural lesson to

with

the

illustrate

it.

"Come, let us plant the apple-tree" ("The Planting of the Apple-Tree,"
p. 222), he says, and following its grm-1th from seedling to gnurlcd, old
tree, he expresses the same passage of time with its effects upon men as
he did in "The Prairies."

In the earlier poems,

11

The Prairies,"

"To A
poet

Haterfmrl, 11 "October, 11 and others, the reader is drawn with the

into tiL; bE;auty of the natural scene he has observed and vlith him senses
the nmder of the deeper meaning it has brought to his mind.

He

shares

the image with the reader, i.rho is invited to see and to experience
him.

In some of his later poems, however, such as "The Ages,"

11

\"lith

0 Hother

of a Mighty Race," and "The Death of Slavery," the imagery is contrived
and the tone is obviously moralizing and didacticizing.
For Bryant, Nature's voice became less clear and her images lost
some of their freshness.

By maturing he had lost some of the fervor

of

youth, and Nature's splendors no longer moved him with the same power as
before.
visions!

Recognizing this change within himself, he sighed,

"Bright

I mixed with the world, and ye faded" ("I Cannot forget

with

what Fervid Devotion," p. 88).
Although Bryant believed that Nature had many truths

to

share

with Man, there are some themes •..rhich occur more often than others in his
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verses.

Of the distrust of civilization and the regret for its intrusion

upon Nature, a theme which appears so often in Freneau, there are
overt references in Bryant's poems.
the village and

11

In

11

Green River" the stream

shuns

\vendest away from haunts of men/ To quiet valley

shaded glen" (p. 28).

,11,n Indian, standing at the site of his

and
tribe's

ancestral burial-grounds, mocks the white man's concept of

civilized

beauty and would scorn the green meadm,m and peacefully grazing

nr

feVT

cattle.

like it not -- I VTOUld the plain/ Lay in its tall old groves

(p. 59), he cries.

again"
muses,

And Bryant, on a visit back to the country,

lfHere, have I 'scaped the city's stifling heat/ Its horrid sounds,

ancl

its polluted air" ( 11 Lines on Revisiting the Country," p. 92).
In this last observation lies one of Bryant's major themes,

for

he finds in Nature an escape from the pressures of life and the press of
the crm•i<-1·;.

Thus Nature appears over and over again in his verses as

a

comforter, a place of solace, a refuge.
To the man who is burdened by the misery and cares of the world,
he bids:
. . .enter this VTild wood
And view the haunts of Nature. The calm shade
Shall bring a kindred calm, and the sweet breeze
That makes the green leaves dance, shall waft a balm
To thy sick heart ("Inscription For the Entrance to a Wood,"
p. 24).

calm

In "A Hinter Piece," he recalls that the hills and dells "were a
society I That talked with me and soothed me" (p. 29).

NatUl"'e

friend, who, unlike the VTorld, never had a frown for him,
him for his hours of reverie.

was

nor

a,

rebuked

Even in the bleak, chill days of winter,

the t-roods seemed "Like old companions in adversity" (p. 30), and he loved
them still.

The forests, the hills, the

~.;ide

valleys were

places

of

,
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solitude for Bryant, Hhere he could again see the glory and grace of God
in the beauty of His creation.

There he could rest and meditate,

reas-

suring himself of the "indwelling Life" and "upholding Love/ That

are

the soul of this great universe" ("A Forest Hymn,n p. 80).
In his beautiful poem about death, "Thanatopsis," he offers this
advice to the troubled.
vlhen thoughts
Of the last bitter hour come like a blight
Over thy spirit, and sad images
Of the stern agony, and shroud, and pall,
And breathless darkness, and the narrow house,
~1ake thee to shudder, and grovl sick at heart; -Go forth, under the open sky, and list
To Nature's teachings, while from all around -Earth and her waters, and the depths of air -Comes a still voice -- (p. 21).
Nature's voice is a quieting one, soothing and calming the fevered brow,
whispering vmrds of consolation.

But Bryant had not ahmys

Nature as the source of consolation for Han.

Rather,

recognized

that concept

Nature was one which he discovered gradually as he matured

both

of

as an

individual and as a poet, and "Thanatopsis" serves as an excellent

rec-

ord of his development as an artist.
The first version of

11

Thanatopsis" was t.;ritten in 1815, the same

year in which Bryant composed "To A Waterfowl", but it was not published
until two years later when his father, Dr. Peter Bryant,

submitted

a

number of his son's verses for publication in the Harth American Review.
In the folloH·ing years, before it was again published in 1821

in

slender volume, Poems by vlil.H..~m Cullen Bryant, the poem underwent

the
at

least two major revisions. 8

8charles H. Brown, William Cullen Bryant, (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1971), p. 103.

Charles
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Critics generally agree that the thrust of Bryant's poem

is not

what happens to the soul at death, but rather what happens to the
How is a rational, thinking mind to accept its ultimate
There must be, Bryant reasoned, some consolations for Man,

mind.

destruction?
but

the

determination of the source of those consolations troubled him.
early version of

11

An

Thanatopsis" offers this solution.

It 1<1as his better genius that was wont
To steal upon the bar,d Hhat time his steps
Sought the repose of nature, lone and still
And unfrequented walks -- and in his ear
To whisper things of Hhich it irks the mind
That clings to the dear fallacies of life
To think: -- and gravely with his graver hours
Oft the benevolent and heedful one
Could thus commune.9
Consolation and wisdom, he decides here, come from within the poet

and

Nature serves, as it had in Freneau's poems, merely as a catalyst to move
Han's mind toward thoughts of his own mortality.

But Bryant was not con-

tent with the introspection suggested by these lines, for they suggested
to him a certain self-pity and rationalization vrhich robbed the individual of the very dignity which Bryant wished him to maintain in
of death.

the face

The burden of consolation had to pass, therefore, to another.

And for Bryant, who had by this time spent long hours of peaceful
tude in communion with the forests and the quiet glens, Nature
come the obvious choice for Man's mentor and friend.

soli-

had

be-

Yet it is not

the

trees and flowers, the mere physical presence of Nature, from

whom Man's

consolation comes, but that higher wisdom that speaks through

Nature's

"visible forms. 11

9rrom the 1818-20 revJ.swn, designated as Hanuscript
B
by
Tremaine McDmrell in 11 Bryant 's Practice in Composition and
Revision,"
PMLA, 52 (June 1937), ~74-502, as quoted by McLain in his biography of
Bryant, p. 74.
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The:ce is u definite shift in Bryant's view of Nature that becomes
apparent in his l'evisions of this poem.

Early vrorks like his first ver-

sions of nThanatopsis" spea.k of Nature as a refuge, a place of

solitude

and quiet >vhere an individual can find release from the pressures
civilization.

of

Along the nlone and still and unfrequented walks,"

(loc.

cit.) of Nature's "1-.·oods and meadoHs, Bryant had found an artist 1 s

plea-

sure in the delicate color-washed petals of a flower and the

graceful

poise of a squirrel, and his verses, replete Hith adjectives,

had

be-

come clear and detailed >vcrd pictures.
In

11

Inscription for the Entrance to a Tl'l'ood '" his descriptions are

so vivid that the reader can almost feel the >v-armth of the sun
refreshing caress of the soft i·linds upon his face.

and the

It is no

difficult

task to pi:,:;ture "the mossy rocks" and "the old and ponderous trunks
prostr<.! >~ trees/ that lead from knoll to knoll a causey l'Ude,"
p. 25).

(Works,

This Has pPimarily a visual poetry that he composed

enjoyed the perfection of Nature's beauties.

And although

of

he

as
he

found

wisdom in his solitary walks among the forests, it was his own

wisdom,

coaxed from Hithin him by the calm and soothing presence of Nature.
early spring flower, forgotten and unnoticed along the banks

of

The
snow

reminded him of forgotten friends and the unerring flight of a waterfowl
prompted him to reflect upon the Divine Power that guided his own
The thoughts are his and the

~risdom

is only inspired and stimulated

life.
by

what he has seen.
In his final draft of "Thanatopsis, 11 hmfever, a new
Nature appears.

view

Like the Hudson River Ar-tists, Bryant has begun to

manticize Nature, to imagine more majesty and more wild and
beauty in the wooded mountains and plunging cataracts than they

of
ro-

primitive
ever
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possessed.

TI1e trees, the

ncc.~dous,

the flmrers, even the sun

and

the

stars have become in this poer:1 solemn and majestic deco:t'ations upon
tomb of

mankind.

But more ir;1portant even than this vie\''

physical attributes is Dryan·t 1 s
Han's acquisition of rcnowledge.

nevr

of

~~'here

before he had accepted that

'>t~ay

an active friend.

to
wis-

source

\-ihile before he had seen Nature as a

physical entity, capable of soothing a troubled spirit by
existence the

Nature 1 s

concept of Nature 1 s relationship

dom came fror:1 Hi thin Ean hir:1self, he now attributes the very
understanding to Nature.

the

of

passive,

its

quiet

subdued liE;hts and soft music soothe, he novt sees it as
Na·ture is no longer touchstone, but teacher.

It

longer has for Bryant mere physical being but has acquired as Hell

no
men-

tal being and, possessed of a higher intellect than Nan's, can enter into
active dialogue Hith his spirit and offer consolation when all
fail to console.

others

Thus Bryant no longer admonishes the troubled individ-

ual to go out among the trees and wait for

his better genius" to

speak

to him, but rather to "Go forth, under the open sky, and list/ to

Na-

11

ture 1 s teachings, ;vhile from all around. • • comes a still voice,
("Thanatopsis," p. 21).
reminds

To consider death is indeed a somber thing, but Nature
Han that "All that breathe/ Hill share thy destiny" (p. 22).

ifuen

last a man goes to his eternal resting place, he will not be alone.
goes, instead, to lie dmm with kings.

Nature coaxes Han, gently

with assurance, from his fear and uncertainty to a calm acceptance,
that he might,
• • • sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach [his] grave,
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
P..bout him, and lies dmm to pleasan·t dreams (p. 23).

at
He
and
so
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There is no mention of God in this poem, and although
assumed that the sustaining and "unfaltering trust" (p. 23)

sorr.e have
refers

trust in the Almighty and in the rev;ards of Heaven, there are no

indi-

cations in "Thanatops.tsn that this is vhat the poet intended.
Nature, here, and only Nature, from '\·;hom all consolation and
come.

to

is

It

assurance

In other poems in >-rhich he deals id th death, ho}rever, Bryant does

allude more cel'tainly to Heaven, and given the examples of these

poems,

an assumption that God moves between the lines of "Thanatopsis" may well
be correct.
In "The Old Man's Funeral," Bryant speaks of the antiquarian who
has gone "To share the holy rest that waits a life well spent"

(p. 50).

In "The Life That Is," Bryant rejoices over the recovery of his wife, who
had

sc::,~~;ed

so close to slipping from life into that land "Hhere He,

who

went before thee to prepare/ for His meek followers, shall assign
placelf (p. 241).

thy

In "To The Fringed Gentian" he muses on his own death.

I ·,-rould that thus, when I shall see
The hour of death draw near to me,
Hope, blossoming vli thin my heart,
Hay look to heaven as I depart (p. 128).
And, shattered in the midst of writing his "Hymn to Death 11 by the

death

of his father, Bryant cries,
Rest, therefore, thou
\Tnose early guidance trained my infant steps -Rest, in the bosom of God, till the brief sleep
Of death is over, and a happier life
Shall dawn to waken thine insensible dust, (p. 43).
Bryant's poems, even his hymns, deal with the glory and love
God, as expressed ir.. Eis majestic creation, and there is little
of sin and forgiveness.

mention

Neither does he rhapsodize with religious

vor about the ecstasy of meeting his Savior after death.

Rather,

of

ferthe
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thought of death seems to hovel' over him like a forbidding cloud,

;.;hich

He v.tews the

calm

he hopes

to dispel

through the solace of Nature.

passing of the old year, the quiet fading of a flower, and hopes that he
can accept death as easily as they.

His co;-isolation lies not so much in

the hope of Heaven, as in the hope of seeing those loved ones who

have

gone before him.
And then shall I behold
Him, by whose kind paternal side I sprung,
i\nd her, v:ho, still and cold,
Fills the next grave -- the beautiful and young,
("The
Past," p. 123).
Bryant is much concerned, also, Hith the passing of time and the
changes Te:hich it brings upon the Horld.
was by the thought of death, he

Yet, troubled though he

~\'clcomed

"The Prairies," "The Flood of Years,"

11

time and its

often

transforn:ations.

The New and the Old," "The

R1vu-

let," "The Lapse of Time" all speak of the passing years, but their prevailing tone is one of acceptance rather than of regret.
that time passes; men grow old; the world chanees.
order of life, Bryant argued.

It

is

But it is all in the

Generation succeeds generation and

ilization, civilization, but he believed that it was neither an
ural nor an ugly cycle.

Time brought comfort to the bereaved,

to the infirm, and freedom to the captive.

true

Indeed, in "Hutation 11

exclaims, "Heep not that the lvorld changes -- did it keep/ A

civunnatrelease
he
stable,

changeless state, 'tHere cause indeed to weep" (p. 70).
In all that he believed and wrote, Bryant was clearly a
of his times.

In another age :i.t is doubtful Hhether his simple

product
praises

of the beauties of Nature 1>ould have been received Hith such acclaim, or
indeed that he could have written them with such disregard for
ism.

His poems are lovely and they a:r'e charming.

symbol-

But they are not deep.
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Still, in the early decades of the nineteenth centur-y, Americans

~-1ere

eager to explore the vast grandeur of their country, if only

through

painting or poem, and quick to exclaim over its majestic beauty.

There

was no need for depictions of Nature to be syrru)olic, no demand that viriters engage in introspection and soul-searching.
philosophy or psychology in art.

It Has not the day for

The lessons and parallels Hhich Bryant

drew from Nature were the results of simple and quiet observations

and

reflected no passionate agonizing of soul.
His belief in God was quiet and personal just as were his moments
effort

to

preserve and share what he had found to be important or comforting,

and

alone \-lith Nature.

He recorded them for his readers in an

his verses never suffer from a driving need to evangelize.
quiet man, filled with love and respect for his nation,
holinc

He

was

reverence

a

for

;.J;.e.rever it was found, and a pity for the suffering, Hhich soft-

ened for him the regret uhich he might otherwise have felt at the

pass-

ing of time.

natu-

He was ever moved by the charm and sublimity of the

ral world and awed by the cosmic process it reflected.
Although in later life he was a member of the Unitarian

church,

he never crusaded for its doctrines in his poems, and his verses reflect,
above all, the care, the mercy, and the love of the Almighty.

He shared

his belief in an ever-present God with the Puritans, and his

apprecia-

tion of Nature with the Deists, but his poetry was always a

personal

poetry and his relationship to Nature was intimate in a way that neither
Edwards nor Freneau had ever

achieved~

nor perhaps hoped to.

solitary walks through the woods and

vallE:ys~

logic for sensation and experience.

The external sights and

On

his

he abandoned reason

merged with the emotions they invoked within him and together

and
sounds

they

be-
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came one in his verses.
Still c<J.mc and lin,'c;ered on my d.ght
Of flo;;ers and stn::ams the bloom ar:d light,

And glory of the stars and sun;
And these and poetry are one,

(t'I Broke the Spell that
Held Ne Long," p. 83).

Yet B:c'Yant n<3ver reached the same depth of commitment to
as Emerson, never hirnself be cane truly one vd th it.

Nature

He always

main-

tained a distance, how;;;ver slight, bett...;een himself and the external >-rorld,
a distance, a separation, which prevented his verses from becoming

or-

ganic in the Transcendental sense.
Although some of Bryant's attitudes and beliefs were held,

as

well, by many of his contemporaries, he never claimed to speak

for them.

Alfred HcLean, Jr., calls poems such as "A Forest Hymn" and "A

Summar

Ramble" "confessions rather than credos," and concludes with a statement
which

1'

\'211 se·rve to describe all of Bryant's nature poems.

They are, after all, nei·ther statements of faith nor•

philosor::hical treatises; they are accounts of an individunl as he
:faces Nature in search of religious illumination
(NcLain,
p. 58).
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To be

cor:,plct<:,

any di.sC\!Ssion

of the role of Nature in

centmy Ar<:·:::ricar. thoazht rmst include a consideration of the
dent:al movement, and,
En:~rson.

Bor•n

1803~

th("!'sf~-·re,

exactly a

19th

Transcen-

Hal do

of .its recognized leader, Ralph

hundred

years

after Jonathan Edwards,

Emerson trained foP the Dinis·try and in 1829 became pasto1, of the Second
Unitarian Church of Boston.

Like Ed-;.1ards he evolved theories of God and

Nature vihich ..,.rere not totally in keeping i-Jith accepted orthodoxy,
unlike Edvrards, he -vras unwilling to continue to -vwrk within the
of the Church.

Gro~ling

but
bounds

increasingly dissatisfied 'dth what he

viewed

as the cold, meaningless ritualism of the Unitarian Church, he

resigned

his pastorate in 1832 and turned gradually to writing and lecturing.
The religious climate in ;ihich Emerson wa<> raised and with which
he became so dissatisfied v1as an outgrm;th of the most orthodox reaction
:!';:;

Great

A~;akening.

Split into factions over the

emotionalism

controv·"'··· J, the Congregational Church savt its mos·t conservative

mini-

sters pushing farther from ·the admittance of emotions and deeper

into

c

the belief that re;:ison and intellectualism formed the basis of true
ligion.

re-

Gone was the delight of Edl-<ards -vrith the majesty of God and the

recognition of God's beauty.

Religious knowledge stepped back from

inner sense, shook off any suggestion of divine light directly

the

impal"'ted

from God, and became more than ever, the sum of the intellectual

argu-

ments of a group of Divinity School theologians.
But the dryness, the intellectualism of the clergy was not
only effect of the passing years.

the

The metamorphosis of the British col-

onies in America into a struggling young nation, the limitless

horizons

of the frontier, the vast riches of the barely explored continent,
combined to produce a people Hho had none of the humility of the

all
Massa-
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chusetts Bay Pm:'itans.

Swelled vTith the pride of their mm

accomplish-

ments, Nei·l Englanders began to turn avray from the Calvinistic

doctrines

of God and Man, and, among many of the political and religious

leaders,

Deistic optimism began to replace Puritan pessimism.
By the time Emerson first stepped into a pulpit,
Church was as ritualistic and remote as the Calvinistic
Church.

the

Unitarian

Congregational

The churches were, after all, but an indication of the times --

times 'tThen men in Nevr England especially had lost not only the
of the created before their Creator, but the
of God.

ve~J

humility

sense of the

holiness

"Tl"anscendentalism • • • was the rediscovery of heaven,

beauty

and the ineffable."l
It vras Emerson v1ho became the spokesman for the young

Transcen-

dentalis-!:s of New England, and it is in his essays that the common principles of the movement are set forth.

Decrying the vast distance creat-

ed by theologians beuveen God and Man, Emerson argued that Han \vas

him-

self an expression of God, part of the Over-Soul, and thus a partaker of
divinity.

As such, he must not become dependent upon

institutionalized

learning and particularly upon institutionalized religion.

God instills

in each man, he explained, a sense of inner knm>iledge that is both immediate and direct, and this knowledge, this intuition, as he

called

does not necessitate the intermediatory presence of a theologian
terpret it.

it,

to in-

Leax'ning to trust this intuition, Han must strive to become

self-sufficient and self-reliant.
Nature also took on new meaning and importance for the Transcen-

1 Harvey Gates Townsend, Philosophical Ideas in the United States,
(New York: American Book Com., 1934), p. 87.
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dentalists.

It does not exist, they believed, simply to

provide

,,;ith the enjoyment of its beauty, but in order that Nan might
intuit spiritual

~ilistractions.

Its very presence is to remind

Man

from

it

~lan

of

the oneness of i-1an to Han, of r·1an to Nature, and of Nature to God.
Emerson's concept of God and his concept of Nature are so interrelated that it is difficult to discuss them separately.
attempt to do so will be made.

r.~e

However,

major thrust of his early

an

Transcen-

dental philosophy \V'as set forth in Nature, which was published in

1836,

but his religious beliefs are more completely explained in a number

of

his other speeches and addresses, most notably, "The Over-Soul" and

his

July, 1838, address to the Cambridge Divinity School.
At the basis of his doctrine was an acknowledgment of that
First '>i'lCe that the Puritans spoke of.
himself a cause.

Nan,

Emerson insisted,

same

was not

His thoughts, his V8ry being came from a higher source,

an Eternal '\Jill, a Supreme Being, both real and unquestionable.

In his

essay, ncompensation, 11 he explained that
Being is the vast affirmative, excluding negation, self-balanced, and SHallotdng up all relations , parts and times with~
in itself. Nature, truth, virtue are the influx from thence.
Vice is the absence or departure of the same. Nothing,
Falsehood, may indeed stand as the great Night or shade
on
vlhich as a background the living universe paints
itself
forth, but no fact is begotten by it; it cannot work, for it
is not.2
Being then exists because nothing does not, and because Being is
everywhere, we are necessarily a part of it.

Emerson otherwise

presses that Being as "the Supreme Critic on the errors of the past
the present • • • that great nature in which we rest as the earth

exand
lies

2Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Compensation," in Essays, (Reding: Spencer
Press, 1936), p. 81.
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in

the soft

ax'ms of the a.tr:1osphere • • . that

Unity, that

Over-Soul

113

Han can not find, in the world about him, the origin of his soul,
nor of the events he \·litnesses, nor of the thoughts Hhich he thinks.

He

is constrained, Emerson asserts, to acknm-lledge that these all come from
a source beyond the limits of his own ,.fill.

The origin of t·1an 's

soul,

then, is that Supreme Being, that Over-Soul, and as Han's soul comes from
it, he becomes a part of it and thus a part of

eve~jthing

which likewise

has being Hithin it.
We live in succession, in division, in parts, in particles. ~!eantime ~eli thin man is the soul of the whole;
the
>·lise silence; the unive:::'sal beauty, to which every part and
particle is equally related; the eternal One. &'1d this deep
pmier in which vle exist, and whose beatitude is all accessible to us, is not only self-suffering and perfect in
every
hour, but the art of seeing and the thing seen, the seer and
the spectacle, the subject and the object, are one
("OverSoul," p. 184) •
Here then is the Transcendental theory of oneness, of unity

of

being, so important, not only to Emerson, but also to many of his fellow
writer-philosophers.

It is a theory Hhich Jonathan Edwards would

tentatively agreed with in so far as He are all creations of
thus manifestations of his glory.

God

have
and

But where Edwards would have felt the

need to condition that concept of oneness, Emerson carried it to its logical end, exclaiming,
Who can set bounds to the possibilities of man? Once inhale the upper air, being admitted to behold the absolute natures of justice and truth, and we learn that man has access
to the entire mind of the Creator, is himself the creator in
the finite.4

3Essays, "The Over-Soul," p. 268.
4 Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nature in The Collected Works of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Volume I, ed. Robert E. Spiller, (Ca~bridge: Harvard University
Press, 1971), p. 38.
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That the HOI'ld is the product of one Hill and that this
everywhere

present and active, El;:crson :felt to be the

spiritual latv.

From a right perception of this law, he

will is

first and

basic

argued,

came

religious sentiment and from religious sentiment in turn came the

know-

ledge tha·t l'lan cannot be great by follo·d:tng the great but only by

turn-

ing to the fountain of goodness within himself.
above its mode," he explained.

"Imitation cannot

go

"The imi·tator dooms himself to

hopeless

Man has lived so long and so coillpletely in his senses,

Emerson

mediocrity. 115

continued, that he has come to view the \-Wlls of time and space as !'(lal,
impassable ones, and as a result he no longer opens his soul to the spirit of God.

He does not allm-t himself to feel a part of that oneness that

is the Over-Soul.

It is, after all, only the spirit which can teach and

only the man upon ;.rhom the soul of courage, of piety, of wisdom,
love has descended who can truthfully speak of these.

Yet, he

or

of

insists,

any man can open himself to these and can intuit from the world

around

him divine truth.
Such revelation of truth is actually the influx of the

Divine

Mind into Nan's spirit and becomes the soul's announcement of its
ception of the absolute and eternal law.

The soul, in that

per-

moment

of

intuition, sees, not a clearer explanation of an old and established doctrine, but a new truth, free from the touch of another man's mind. Intuition, thus, is always primary and immediate and produces a primary faith.
rfuere such a primary faith is absent, he concluded, degradation
supreme.

5\-iorks, "The Divinity School Address," p. 90.

reigns
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Implicit in the concept of primal"')F intuition is the radical
portance of Man.

He is both a corporeal and

a spiritual

being

imwhose

soul shares tmi ty vrith the Over-Soul and is thus the direct recipient of
divinity.

As he opens himself to the indHelling Spirit, putting

impurity and evil, he is filled with divine wisdom, justice and
He becomes virtue.

He becomes God.

aside
virtue.

But deny this concept, relegate Han

to a secondary position from uhich he can never hope to hear

directly

from God, and he is reduced to the level of an inferior being.
comes, as Emerson said, little more than an appendage.

He

be-

He is the lm.;est

of slaves, mindless and cowering, ignoble and unimportant.
It is to this state, Emerson tvould argue, that modern
has relegated mankind.

Yet the

ind~relling

religion

Spirit of God cannot be

com-

pletely ignored nor completely disposed of, and so religious thought has
a'~Tarded

it to a select few, thus denying it to the multitudes.

Hence,

Man has been taught to deny the wisdom of his otm soul, subjugating himself to others far wiser than he.

To the Apostles, to the great

reli-

gious leaders of the past, to the Church -- to all of these, God

gave

divine Revelation, and once given, the matter was ended, as if,
commented scornfully, God Himself ue:re dead.

Modern Man, he

Emerson

concluded,

has been so long conditioned that he has grown cm-rardly and is afraid to
hear the voice of God, preferring, as did the Israelites in Moses' day,
to hearken to the voice of Man.
Nature lives in the now, has existence today, he explained,
nourished from moment to moment by the breath of God.

But Man has

is
re-

moved himself from the present reality of the Supreme Being and

depends

instead upon yesterday and the dust-dry voices of past savants.

Is the

father more of a man than the child uill be tomorrm-r or less of

a

man
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than his father was yesterday?
God and is he Horthy no longer?

Has Han once Horthy to hear the voice of
Absolutely not, Emerson would cry.

therrr.ore, "The relations o:f the soul to the divine spirit are so

Fur-

pure,"

he insisted, nthat it is profane to seek to interpose helps."6
Let each individual, then, become self-reliant and self-existent
as the Supreme Cause is self-existent.

Let him place his trust

not

creeds, vihich are a disease of the intellect, but in the intuition
his mm soul.

11

in
of

Let a man believe in God, and not in names and places and

persons" ("Over-Soul," p. 111).
Emerson vms not seeking, by these comments, to destroy
Church, but rather to infuse it Hith new life.

the

He did not seek, in

address to the divinity students, to turn them away from the

his

ministry,

but rathm• to turn them from a reliance upon outtvard creeds to an inward
reliance upon themselves.

It vras neither religious creeds nor

schools which made a teacher of divine truths, he believed.

divinity

Hinister or

layperson, an individual could only impart to others such divine

wisdom

as had already been imparted to him, directly and immediately, from

the

Over-Soul to his own.
For prayer, which had become a standard part of the religious ritual, Emerson had both praise and condemnation.

Rightly executed, he

be-

lieved that prayer should be an exercise of praise and thanksgiving from
a contented and happy being to his Creator.

Edwards had explained

that

the created being acts as a mirror to cast some of God's reflected glory
back to him.

But for Emerson, the unity of Creator and created

the praise of a single individual both the thankful joy of the

6Essays, "Self-Reliance," p. 44.

made
human
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soul and the calm satisfaction of the Divine.

Thus, he said,

prayer

should be " . . . the soliloquy of a beholding and jubilant soul
the spirit of God pl""onouncing his works good" ("Self-Reliance," p. 51).
But mankind turns too often, he chided, to inutile and
prayers, prayers of begging and of regret.

mean

As creeds are a disease

of

the intellect, so are such prayers a disease of the will, robbing a

man

of the desire to act in his oHn behalf and negating the unity

the

world.

of

In "Spiritual Laws," he cautioned,
A little consideration of what takes place around
us
every day 1,muld show us, that a higher lavr than that of our
will regulated events; that our painful labors are unnecessary, and fruitless, that only in our easy, simple, spontaneous action are vre strong, and by contenting ourselves Hith
obedience we become divine.7

Because the control of the universe lies in a Power far beyond Man's,
Po1-1er w;·l i ch, moreover, has Man's best interests in mind,
pleading are not only degrading, but useless.
come to pass, with or without his pleas.

prayers

a
of

Hhat is best for Man will

They are only

Let him simply walk in the light of that portion of truth

wasted

breath.

which

Spirit has imparted to him and let his prayers be prayers of

the
thanks-

giving.
To this point in his discussion, Emerson had not stepped
the threshold of what his contemporaries would have considered

across
to

fallacious doctrine, but with his next step he plunged irrevocably
what Andrews Norton, a leading 19th century Bible scholar, described
the "latest form of infidelity."8

Beginning with the statement

be
into
as
that

7Essays, "Spiritual Laws," p. 94,
8Henry D. Gray, Emerson: A Statement of New England
Transcendentalism as Expressed in the Philosophy of Its Chief Exponent, (Staford:
University Press, 1917), p. 12.
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"Jesus Christ belonged to the true race of prophets" (Divinity

School

Address," p. 81), Emerson explained that Christ alone had seen
derstood the mystery of the soul.

He had realized, as a man,

and

un-

that

God

dt.rells in part within all men and that each individual can say as

he

said, "He that hath seen me hath seen the Father • • • I am in the Father
and the Father in ~le. tr9

Traditional Christianity, Emerson charged, had

taken that truth of the universal incarnation of God in Man and
it into a false and perjurine doctrine.

Theologians had seized upon the
religious

person and personality of one prophet and centered an entire
doctrine around him.

twisted

They smr him, not as a man like themselves,

through the faculty of Reason had come to the knowledge of the

who
oneness

of being, but rather as God the Almighty, come to walk on earth
men.

among

And Hith the everlastingly unfortunate negation of the love

that sa:-,;; ,Jesus preached, Christians had long shouted,
Jehovah

CGi<I•3

dmm

out of heaven.

11

'This

that
was

I will kill you, if you say he

was

a

man'" (Divinity School Address," p. 81).
The problem here, as in other theological questions, vms

one of

understanding, both in the general sense and in the Emersonian sense, and
it becomes necessary at this juncture to clarify several

Emersonian

terms, namely Under's tanding, Reason, and Correspondence.

A reader and

admirer of Coleridge as well as of Plato and S\-tedenborg, Emerson adopted
Coleridge's distinction

be~neen

Understanding and Reason.

Simply

ed, Understanding is the lower form of mental perception and deals
elusively with what is

kno~4D

statex-

and can be proven to be fact by the senses.

It is prudent and logical, but it is also imperfect.

9The Bible, King James Version, (Indianapolis:
Bible Co. Inc., 196L~), John 14.9-10.

Since there

B.B.

exist

Kirkbride
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not only a visible,

sense~;

world, but also an invisible spiritual

a mind, in order to function completely, must deal with

both

one,

worlds.

There is need, therefore, for the higher perception of Reason,

that

spontaneous, imaginative, and intuitional faculty which lends form

and

be~~een

the

meaning to Understanding by elucidating the correspondence
visual and its spiritual essence.

Correspondence, then, is

simply

bridge-building ben;een two worlds or two levels of existence.
Like Edwards, Emerson believed in the Platonist theory that all
being exists first as an Idea in the mind of God.
it is given

co1~oreal

After its conception,

form, but that form, although visible

and

thus

seemingly real, is in fact only the image or shadow, the imitation
the original being.

Likewise~

giving visual form to the Idea

does

cause it to cease to exist as Idea, but creates instead, being
seco' '
mary '"

:~···r•;dstent

level.

of
not

on

a

Thus everything in the sensory world has pri-

. ~tu1ce in the spiritual world, and knowledge is true and complete

only when it encompasses both levels of being.
Correspondence, as Swedenborg understood it and as .it

~·las

later

understood by the American Transcendentalists, is the perceptual mechanism which allows the human to transcend the limitations of time
space to reach that higher level of existence.
a product of Reason.

and

It is also, necessarily,

Since the most perfect understanding must

consist

of the apprehension of the harmony between the visual object and

its

spiritual essence, and since Han's knowledge must originate ah;ays

with

his sensory perceptions, truth must be studied as it is embodied

in

objects or it Nill not leave a lasting impression on the mind.

The

first form of consciousness, then, as Elizabeth Hesse explains,
the eye, which views the natural object.

is

in

The second form is in the mind
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which intuits from that object its spir'i tual truth .1°

As a

shadow,

when follov;ed to its origin, >'!ill lead to the tree which cast it, so the
sensory object, when rightly perceived, will lead to its spiritual
sence.

es-

Thus a river, a bed of roses, a scattering of stars on the

vel-

vet sky, Hhen viewed from the correct perspective, Hill reveal spiritual
truth to its perceiver.
This concept i-Tas close to that espoused by Edvrards , but

unlike

him, the Transcendentalists did not instill the vraves with a single spiritual message, nor the thunder with a lone instructive purpose.
they were able to abstract fTom Nature thousands of messages.
changing faces brought new understanding to her observers, and

Rather
Her everif

men, watching together the Haves cr<1sh upon the rocks in Maine,

two

>vere. to

intuit radically different truths from that experience, they were equalNature for the Transcendentalists was not a catalogue of lone
didactic images, but

11

the incarnation of a thought, [which] turns

to a

thought again, as ice becomes •.'later and gas • • • Every moment instructs,
and every object.nll
As with all creation, Nature's first existence is as a
an Idea in the mind of God.

Given material existence, it is again trans-

formed to thought by the abstractions of men.
be seen in the

following

thought,

passage

Such an abstraction

from Emerson's essay,

11

can

Nature. 11

It is an odd jealousy: but the poet finds himself
not
near enough to his object. The pinetree, the river 5 the bank
of flm-.rers before him, does not seem to be nature. Nature is
still elsewhere. This or this is but outskirt and far-off

10Elizabeth A. Messe, "Transcendentalism:
Theme," American Literature, 47:14.
llEssavs,

11

Nature," p. 382.
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reflection and echo of the triumph that has passed by, and
is noH at its glancing splendor and heyday, perchance in the
neighboring fields, or, if you stand in the field, then in
the adjacent woods. • • But ~·rho can go \-fhere they are,
or
lay his hand or plant his foot thereon? Off they fall from
the round <Jorld forever and ever. It is the same among the
men and women, as among the silent tree; always a
referred
existence, an absence, never a presence and satisfaction.
Is it, that beauty can never be grasped? in persons and in
landscape is equally inaccessible? ("Nature," p. 380).
Eme1..,son has chanced upon the fact that that which is most majestic, most beautiful in Nature seems always just beyond Man's reach.
he hastens to where it has been, it is only to find that it has
on again, leaving behind only a trace of its splendor.

From a

If
moved

contem-

plation of this tendency in Nature, he moves to the realm of mankind and
wonders if the same isn't true of it, as well.
The accepted and betrothed lover has lost the
wildest
charm of his maiden in her acceptance of him. She wc:.s heaven
whilst he pursued her as a star: she cannot be heaven,
if
she stoops to such a one as he (ibid).
In the vast swirling circle of being that is the universe,

all

things revolve as complete and perfect particles of the Over-Soul.

What

lacks perfection in itself becomes perfect through its association

with

the whole so that each particle of
like a piece in a jigsaw puzzle.

bei~g

fits into the absolute

pattern

Alone, each is only an irregular, card-

board scrap of life, but when fitted into its place among the many,
blends into the complete picture, sharing its
meaning.

form~

its beauty,

it

and its

To Emerson, no rose could be so lovely as a garden of roses, no

pebble so bright as a seashore of sand.

But when Man, enchanted by

beauty of the many, tucks the one into his pocket, he finds as he

the
takes

it out again that its very solitude renders it insignificant and paltry.
As Emerson explained,
I r•emember when I was a boy going upon the beach and being charmed with the colors and forms of the shells. I picked
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up many and put them in my pocket. vfnen I got home I could
find nothing that I gather•ed -- nothing but some dry,
ugly
mussel and snail shells. Thence I learned that composition
was more important than the beauty of ind.i vidual fol'ms
to
effect. On the shore they lay wet and social by the sea and
under the sky.l2
The term "social" is most important here, for it underlines what
appears to be a contradiction in Emerson's thoughts.

Throughout

lectures and essays he emphasized the need for Man to be
self-existent, in short, an individual.

his

self-reliant,
deep

He must search out the

wells of truth within his own soul and within the universe, but he

must

seek them through his own Understanding and Reason and not through

the

understanding of another.

Meeting God face to face himself,

must

he

find a new revelation and he must espouse it, as did Jesus, at the
of being misunderstood, hated, and destroyed.

He must be willing

risk
to

ignore the praise of society and the common degrees of merit vrhich

"can

be cheaply secured" (''Divinity School Address, 11 p. 91) to devote himself
to the deep and the sublime.
Yet the greatest worth of the individual man as with the

indi-

vidual flower or rock lies in his relationship to the Over-Soul.

He,

too, has being within the whole, sharing oneness, not only with all
Nature, but with all men as well.

of

Man must exalt his individualism, and

the importance of the ME, that essence of his being that is his
but he must reconcile himself also to the fact that it is the

soul,
NOT-ME

which makes him truly complete.
It is not to be supposed that Man may choose that
to the Over-Soul.

It exists with or without his consent.

12The Heart of Emerson's Journals, ed. Bliss Perry,
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1926), p. 84.

relationship
It may

be,

(Boston:
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hmfever, that he fails to perceive it.
"Awake and become a seer!"

To such a man, Emerson would cry

But to the man whose eyes are already

he would caution that the seer must be a sayer as well.

In

open,

"The

Tran-

scendentalist" he censured the self-styled idealists of his day,
pulled their cloaks of genius about them and retired to the

who

>fOOdS

to

meditate:
The good, the illuminated, sit apart from the rest, censuring their dulness and vices, as if they thought that, by
sitting very grand in their chairs, the very brokers, attorneys, and congressmen would see the error of their ways, and
flock to them, But the good and '"ise must learn to act, and
carry salvation to the co~batants and demagogues in
the
dusty arena below.l3
The whole, then, is perfect and complete even as God
and complete.

And just as dualism exists in the two levels

physical and spiritual, so do all things exist in duality.

is perfect
being,

of
Good

and

bad, far and near, man and woman, up and down -- all are contained within the whole.

It is a complex and all-inclusive structure, but

it comprehends all being and

kno~·lledge,

because

it is logical that any questions

which are raised in Man's mind about the order of the universe
answered by that very order.

can

be

As Emerson explained, " • • • nature

is

already, in its forms and tendencies, describing its own design"

(Na-

ture, p. 7).

Man has only to look to those forms to see the pattern un-

folded.
Thus Nature became more important for the Transcendentalists than
it had been, perhaps, for any Americans before them.

It became the sin-

gle and vital means by which a seeking soul could find its way to

nal and absolute truth.

From the sensory world to the spiritual

13v1orks, "The Transcendentalist," p, 211.

eterrealm,
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the Transcendentalist kneH of only one bridge and that bridge was Nature.
Like the rest of existence. Nature appeared dichotomous

to

En;erson, representing on the one hand the NOT-l-1E and all that that

en-

compassed, from the minds of other men to an individual's own body.

And

on the other hand, it represented, as it always had, the trees, flowers,
insects, and birds, which make up Man's natural setting.
he taught, on

~#O

It

functions,

levels as well, the lower of which can be perceived by

the Understanding, but the higher of which can be perceived only by

the

Reason,

for

On the lov;er level, it provides Han \-lith his basic needs

survival, his food, his shelter, his clothing, and also
aesthetic needs, such as his need for beauty.

~vi th

certain

Emerson agreed vdth

ear-

liel" Americans that on this level Nature exists as a service to mankind,
"All the parts incessantly work into each other's hands for the

profit

of

exists

!T!E<.t, ·

he said .in Nature (p. ll) •

Then later, "The world

to the soul to satisfy the desire of beauty" (p. 17).
A man can simply delight in the beauty of a natural setting as he
admires its brilliant colors, its composition and its loveliness of form,
or, by retreating to the calm of Nature's woods, a man can find rest from
his troubles and refreshment for his beleaguered soul.
But it was never this loHer level of Nature with which

Emerson

really concerned himself and his patent lack of interest in the business
of detail and catalogues irritated many of his fellow Transcendentalists.
In their journals, they were wont to intersperse intuitions of

things

divine with painstaking descriptions of the migratory habits of the birds
on the Concord River.

Emerson's mind, however, soared higher.

not be long contented to dwell with things on earth as the
excerpt from his journal illustrates.

It could
following
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Last night the moon rose behind four distinct pine-tree
tops in the distant woods and the night at ten vras so bright
that I walked abro<:td. But the sublime light of night is unsatisfying, provoking; it astonishes but explains not.
Its
charm floats, dances, disappears, comes and goes, but palls
in five minutes after you have left the house. Come out of
your 'varm, angular house • • • into the chill, grand,
instantaneous night, with such a Presence as a full moon in the
clouds and you are struck uith poetic wonder •• , I become
a moist, cold element. 'Nature grovm over me. 1 Frogs pipe;
waters far off tinkle; dry leaves hiss; grass bends
and
rustles, and I have died cut of the human world and come to
feel a strange, cold, aqueous, terraqueous, aerial, ethereal
sympathy and existence. I sot-~ the sun and moon
for seeds
(Journal, p. 128).
Henry David Thoreau, Emerson's close friend and follOi.,rer, was far
less the intellec·tual than Emerson was and far more a man of the sod.

A

Transcendentalist himself, he was as capable of allowing his
to soar as was Emerson, but he \·:as less apt to restrict his mind to such
flights.

Thus his description of a night Hhich he spent on the banks of

the Merrimack River lacks the ethereal quality of Emerson's

ni~ht

walk

account.
For the most part, there l-ias no recognition of
human
life in the night, no hvman breathing was heard, only
the
breathing of the Hind. As we sat up, kept avrake by the novelty of our situation, we heard at intervals fcxes stepping
about over the dead leaves ~ and brushing the de11Y
grass
close to our tent . • . At intervals vie v:ere se:renaded
by
the song of a dreaming spart'OH or the throttled cry of
an
md; but after each sound \·thich near at hand broke the stillness of the night, each cracklinz of the trd.gs, or :rustling
among the leaves~ ·there i·las a sudden pause, and c:eeper
and
that
more conscious silence, as if the intr,uder Here a;-1are
no .life vms rightfully abroad at that hour .14·
Often Thoreau sa'" the birds, the stars, the foxes and considered
•<~ays.

their'

Emerson sa1-r them and considered the 1-rays of the uni vc;rse.
Emerson's first and best knoHn dcc;scripticn of Nature 1 s

function
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and importance came in a book published in 1836.

Simply entitled Nature,

the w01.,k strove to trace both the loHer functions of Nature

and

its
bottom

higher function, preceding progressively from Commodit-y, at the
of the spectrum of importance, to Spirit at its peak.

Commodity, the basic service of !1an 1 s needs, is , as stated
fore, the loHest function of Natm"e.
fect.

be-

Yet, in its operation it is

per-

Beauty, Emerson explained, is a nobler operation, since it

fills

the nobler, aesthetic needs of the individual.

But physical beauty

higher,

perfection only in so much as it heralds the pr'esence of that
spiritual element.

has

Thus art becomes the creation of beauty, symbolizing

in its relationship to its :natu:r'al cx'ea-tor, the relationship of the vlOrld
to God.
Language ranks next in ascending importance, Emerson

continued,

because it is the vehicle by vrhich the corre:s:pondence of natural
to the sublime is conveyed.
First he explained that

11

Emerson's argument here is

ivo:t~ds

beauty

th:r'\ce-pronged.

are signs of natural facts"

(p. 17).

Using a very questionable linguistic postulate, he insisted that
>mrds can be traced to an origin in r:atural fact.

all

"Transgression,H

he

insisted, first meant to c:r. .oss a line, "right' 1 first meant straight, and
so on.

So errblematic have words become, that trHead," the residence

the mind, has come to represent thoughts and

11

}wartn to denote the

of
emo-

tions.
Because of the dual levels of existence, hm·:ever, those
natural facts ara themselves emblematic, syr:;bolizing spiritual
abstractions.

A man,

thercforz~,

is

r:ot~

very
facts or

cunnin8, but as cunning as a fox,

The symbol len<::s form to the abstr0ction and enables r·fan to retain
image in his ;nind.

"the

Thus Emerson ar;:·i ved at hi3 scco:::td point, that npar-
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ticular natural
(p. 18).

facts

are

symbols

of particular spiritual

facts"

From there it was an easy step to his vital conclusion

that

"Nature is the sy111bol of spirit" (ibid).
Nature, he continued,

is

a discipline

of

the

Understanding,

teaching lessons in separation, distinction, likeness and other
skills necessary for physical survival.

basic

From these lessons Man

such essential facts as which plants are fit to eat and which

learns
are

not.

Nature is also, however, a discipline of the Reason, and as such, encompasses moral law and strives to illustrate to Man the unutterable
ing of the world.

mean-

Nature becomes the school of Han's soul, teaching him

a form of idealism.
Poet~J,

philosophy, science and religion, Emerson reasoned,

begin with Nature and reach ultimately tm'l'ard idealism.

The poet strives

to communicate the truth which he has perceived, but he must

clothe

his truth in natural symbols so that the unavmkened can likewise
ceive it.

The philosopher searches for the absolute, the

which lies someuhere beyond the world of conditions.

per-

unconditional

The scientist

gins to doubt the real existence of matter and the theologian
the dependence of all of Nature upon spirit.

all

be-

admits

All move towards the realm

of ideas, where existence has primary being.
But for Emerson, idealism suggested an inadequacy.

A too strong

dependence upon the theory of ultimate being as Idea leaves
Nature with the sole distinction of being mirror images,
ephemeral, and without substance.

Man

and

transitory,

In short, Emereon said, "It

leaves

God out of me" (Nature, p. 37).
It is not to the ultimate existence as Idea that Man must

turn,

but to the step beyond -- that is, ultimate existence as Idea in the mind
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of God.

Primary being, therefore, is not in Idea, but in Spirit,

a

Spir.i t, furthermore, ;.;hich floHs from the spiritual realm to the
him

from

alike,

it

sory, supporting the soul of Han from without and succoring
within.

Permeating the universe, infusing Nature and Han

sen-

sweeps everything into itself, gives to everything a measure of

divin-

ity, joins all being v:ith the One.
In the final chapter of Nature, Emerson

s~~marized

his

ophy., What is to be learned of truth and of God, must be

philoslearned

through the humble searching of the soul, through introspection, through
self-reliance and finally, through a study of Nature.
himself from God by the perversity of his

OHTI

Han has separated

will, but Nature has

mained in a constant relationship to the Almighty and can serve as
adequate measure of how far

~1an

has strayed.

rean

His alienation from Nature

is simply the reflection of his alienation from God.
A study of Nature, if undertaken by the faculty of Understanding
alone, is not sufficient, however, and Emerson scorned detail and

if it was not accompanied by a corresponding intuition of
truth.

order

spiritual

But since Reason adds the correspondence between the sensory and

the spiritual, Nature, when studied with that faculty, becomes the school
of the spirit.

It is no wonder that Emerson learned his greatest

les-

sons in her woods.
In the woods, we return to reason and faith.
There
I
feel that nothing can befal [sic] me in life, -- no
disgrace, no calamity, (leaving me my eyes,) which nature cannot repair. Standing on the bare ground, -- my head bathed
by the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space, -- all
mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eye-ball.
I
am nothing. I see all. The currents of the Universal Being
circulate through me; I am part or particle of God (Nature,
p. 10).

What Emerson did not learn in the woods, or in the vast

reaches
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of the Universal Being, was that Nature has yet another dichotomy.
is not only beautiful, but mighty as well.

It

As often as it shows

its
on

the

placid surface of a la'l(e, it shows as well its power and that power

can

loveliness in the purity of a snowfall or in the sun-sparkles

be turned with brutal devastation upon the lives of men.

Of hurricanes,

lightnings, blizzards and floods the Puritans lived in awe.
Freneau was troubled.

By

these

Of these even Bryant was aware, although

would rather d\.,rell on Nature's benevolance.

he

But these Emerson, the seer

and the sayer, ignored.
On the one hand, given his understanding of the dualism

of

all

levels of being, his failure to record this obvious duality of Nature is
puzzling.

Yet, when considered in the light of some of his other

trine, this omission is understandable.

doc-

It must be remembered

Emerson insisted "that the beauty of the whole is superior to

that
the beauty

of the part, since it is in correspondence with the other parts that its
excellency is revealed.

It is in the whole that the eye most

easily

perceives symmetry, coordination, and form, and it is in the corriliination
of these that Man views beauty.

Thus beauty does not exist

Color, size, texture and shape do.

in

Nature.

The eye beholds these and the

mind,

using the faculty of Understanding, compares the characteristics of

the

object in question with a pre-determined measure of what is beautiful.
Beauty and ugliness are not physical attributes, then, but philosophical abstractions.

The closer an object is to perfection, the

beauty Man perceives it to have.

more

Since God is absolute perfection, beau-

ty or ugliness consist ultimately in Man's conscious or unconscious perception of an object's nearness to God,

By this definition, Emerson con-

cluded that ugliness and evil have existence only in Man•s mind

and can
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be gradually eliminated from the sensory world as a man draws nearer

to

God, sharpening as he does so his perception of spiritual truths.
Emerson's

contemporaries

thoughts about evil, however.

did not

all share his

optimistic

Hawthorne used sin and evil as a theme in

many of his works, among them The House of the Seven Gables
Scarlet Letter.

and

Poe was obsessed with the dark and the gloomy.

the novel Moby-Dick, Herman Melville's masterful study of the

The

And

in

meaning-

lessness of the universe, evil plays as dominant a role as does

inno-

cence.
But if the American wTiters of the middle and late 19th

century

did not find their perception of evil in Emerson, they did find in
lectures and essays much that was worthy.

From him they

learned

greater appreciation of Nature and of the universal truths which
be abstracted from it.

his
a
could

From him, also, they learned that Nature and Man

share existence, are part of each other within the vast Being of

God,

each individual, each important, yet each enhancing the beauty of

the

other.
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CONCLUSION
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The

inter-relationships

occupied the thoughts

of

behreen

Americans since

God,

Nature,

~lan

and

have

the landing of the

Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, and it was inevitable that it should

first
be

From the Puritan minister who saw the wrath of God in a bolt of

so.

light-

ning to the frontiersman who learned to survive the bitter mountain winters by copying the ways of the animals, Americans in every

station

of

life and from every century found in Nature an invaluable

source

of

knowledge.

Yet the wisdom gleaned from Nature by each succeeding gener-

ation was radically different and the difference was due in large part to
their changing views of God.

Perhaps influenced by a lingering trace of

New England Puritanism, each generation of Americans viewed Nature

and

the knowledge that could be gained from Nature, in relationship to

God.

The closer they believed their own relationship to God to be, the
they sa; of Him in Nature.

more

The farther they pushed Him from their lives,

the less His image intruded into their perception of the American

land-

scape.
The Puritans had begun with their bland acceptance of the natural
landscape as a part of fallen creation, to be endured and perhaps
studied for practical, scientific knowledge, but not to be
admired for its beauty.

even

particularly

Jonathan Edwards, however, had been struck with

the beauty and excellency of God, a remarkable concept for a

Puritan

rnind, and from that apprehension of divine beauty, saw the glory
excellency of God reflected in the beauty of Nature.

and

He grew to believe

that Man could learn important spiritual lessons from an observation
Nature, but his strict Calvinistic background insisted that he put

of
im~

portant restrictions upon the acquisition of that knowledge.
First, since God had provided Man with all the revelation

that
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he needed in the form of the Bible, nothing which Han could learn

from

N·ature would be new revelatory thought, but rather the elucidation
previously learned scriptural truths.

Secondly, since God's

provisions

were only for the elect, it was only that select few who could
hend such spiritual intuitions.

Finally, since finite Man

of

compre-

could

hope to understand the mind of an infinite God, spiritual

never

knowledge

could only come through the medium of Nature as the result of an

imme-

diate, divine revelation from God.
For Freneau, v<hose Deistic vievr of God placed the Cl...eator

at

rest far from the sphere of His creation, Nature played a more
role.

active

God, for the Deists, was an uninvolved craftsman who had

built

the world to operate with mechanical sureness and without the need

of

His constant governing intervention.

to

unc ·

Pre-cognizant of Man's desire

,:J the mysteries of life and death, He placed at Man t s

a per±Gct and understandable book of answers -- Nature.

disposal

Reflecting

it-

self over and over again in concentric circles, all of creation was thus
mirrored in the tiniest of beings, allowing Freneau to find

intimations

of mankind in the meandering of a brook or the vapor-brief life
flower.

. of

Because Freneau believed in no aristocracy of religious

there were, in his understanding, no priviledged few to whom
secrets were made known.

a

elect,
Nature's

Instead, he saw Nature as every man's

teacher

and her lessons as available to anyone who, by observing her, chose to
learn them.
Bryant, likewise, did not believe in the doctrine of the
nor in the concept that Man's human frailty made it impossible for
to learn spiritual truths from Nature without an intervening

elect,
him

act by God.

Yet his view of God, while more liberal than that of the Calvinists, was
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less extreme than that of the Deists.

Rather than relegating God to

back row seat in the amphitheater of the universe, he saw Him as a

a
per-

sonal and present Deity who offered refuge and help in times of trouble.
Like Edwards, he admired the beauty of the landscape, revelled in

its

awesome grandeur, and recognized it as a reflection of the beauty

of

God.

In "A Forest Hymn" he wrote
My heart is awed tvi thin me v1hen I think
Of the great miracle that still goes on,
In silence, round me -- the perpetual work
Of thy creation, finished, yet renewed
Forever. Hri tten on thy vrorks I 1~ead
The lesson of thy ovm eterni~J.l

But for him, as for many of his contemporaries, devotion to Nature

be-

came almost a religious emotion and it was to Nature, as often as to Nature's God, that he turned for solace.

For Bryant, the very hills

be-

came a calm and soothing society.
Emersonian thought was far more radical.

Believing that

the

spirit of God flows into all aspects of creation from the greatest
to the lowliest flower, Emerson concluded that all creation thus
divinity with God, shares, in fact, being with Him.
part of the universe is therefore a part of the
as he termed it.

Each

~nole,

man
shares

individual

of the Over-Soul,

Because of this oneness with God, any man who

truly

comprehends that vital relationship, as Jesus did, becomes privy to
mind and knowledge of God.

His natural faculty of Understanding,

the

which

grasps the facts of the physical world, will be aided by Reason, so that
he can fathom, as 'lvell, the higher, spiritual level of existence.

1 William Cullen Bryant, The Poetical i'Torks of vlilliam Cullen

Bryant, Roslyn edition, Henry
AMS Press, 1969), pp. 79, 81.

c.

Sturges, ed.

(1903; rpt.

New

York:
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Since all being existed first as Idea in God's mind, its

phys-

ical manifestation became a symbol of its vital, spiritual being.

Thus

each tree or rock symbolizes a spiritual ideal, and Nature, Emerson concluded, becomes the symbol of the spirit.
Like Edi-rards, then, Emerson believed that spiritual truths could
be learned from an observation of Nature, but unlike Edwards,

he

in-

sisted that such lessons would be revelations of hitherto unknown truths.
Furthermore, Emerson did not recognize the validity of the Bible as
established guide for mankind's search for God, but asserted
that since natural facts were the
served as bridges by
spiritual knowledge.

~vhich

syrr~ols

the

instead,

of spiritual truths,

they

individuals could pass from physical

to

Thus Nature became for Emerson, Man's only

avenue

to God.
For Edvtards then, Nature consisted of a number of types

and

images through which God illuminated Biblical, spiri tua.l lessons for his
Saints.

For Freneau, Nature was itself a bible and the only

reliable

source of aetiological kno>vledge, provided for humani't'J in advance,

by

a now remote Creator.

of

For Bryant, Nature served as a reflection

God's grandeur and beauty, a personal mentor, and a refuge and
for the troubled.

solace

And for Emerson, Nature, while sharing being with Han

and God, also served as a door through which an individual might

reach

a higher level of existence and knowledge.
Over-simplifications?

Undoubtedly, and yet they serve to illus-

trate the close connection which Calvinist, Deist, liberal Unitarian and
Transcendentalist

if indeed one can accept these men as representative

of those factions

perceived between God, Nature, and themselves.

society founded upon religious ideals could not easily dismiss God

A

from
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its thoughts any more than that same society, established in the

midst

of the unexplored American "1-lilderness could dismiss Nature from its considerations.

In this experiment in Democracy, already unusual

political structure, God, Nature and Han were uniquely and

for

its

inexorably

joined.
That the American vie\~ of God and Nature has changed
years is obvious.

over

Yet what appear as vastly divergent views are,

all, no more than varying shades on a spectrum, delicate thl'eads
color intenvoven to form the pattern that is the whole.
is one with Nature and has always thus been.

Man in

after
of
America

They share being with each

other and ~vi th that Eternal Power whose creation they are.
Han.

the

God, Nature,

The bond has never been broken though at times it has been stretched

perilously thin.

Man's understanding of that relationship, that

has altered over the years, but in the end it might be said as

Bryant

said it, that to those who seek communion 1~ith Nature "she speaks
·various language" ("Thanatops is," p. 21) , and it is the tones
various language which have been reflected in the evolving
of America.

bond,

of

a
that

literature
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University
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orations by Bryant, a chronology of his life and of his
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lists of the principal editions, essays and reviews by
Bryant,
works edited by Bryant, memorial addresses on Bryant, and
biographies dating from 1828 to 1890.
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of
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1975.
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and
copious notes by the editors.
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Extracts
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This family authorized biography appears comprehensive, but
according to later biographers and critics, is incomplete
and
often inaccurate.
Hclean, Albert F. , Jr. ~Villi am Cullen Bryant. New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1964.
This critical biography covers the events of Bryant's
life
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his poems.
Phelps, Hilliam Lyon. The Poetry of Hilliam Cullen Bryant. New
York:
The Macmillan Co., 1924 (rpt.).
Less critical than the 1:-1clean edition, this biography
none
the less offers an excellent general discussion of Bryant's life
and writing, comparing his literary themes with those of
his
contemporaries such as Hhittier, Lowell,
and Emerson.
Ringe, Donald A. "Kindred Spirits: Bryant and Cole."
American Quarterlv. Vol. VI (1954), 233-44.
______,_
This article explores the effects of Bryant's
friendship
with Cole upon his poetry, explaining that both men
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through their art to recreate, in the minds of the reader or beholder, the same emotions that they had felt in the face of the
awesome landscape.
Sanford, Charles L. "Concepts of the Sublime in the Works of
Thomas
Cole and vlilliam Cullen Bryant."
American Literature.
Vol.
28 (1957), 434-48.
In his article, Sanford traces the concept of the
sublime
from Longinus, through Edmund Burke, and through the late 18th
century Gothic art in England to the grandeur of the
American
landscape. Studying sublimity as expressed in the works
of
artist Thomas Cole and poet William Cullen Bryant, the
author
underscores several themes which the two Americans
held
in
common.
D.
Barcus, Nancy.

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

"Emerson, Calvinism, and Aunt Mary Moody Emerson:

An
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Irrepressible Defender of New England Orthodoxy."
Christian
Scholar's Review. Vol. 7, pp. 146-52.
1-ls. Barcus attributes the Cal vin:i_stic undercurrents of much
of Emerson's doctrine to the influence of his Aunt Mary
Moody
Emerson. Even when Emerson repudiated her beliefs, Barcus contends, he used her as a sounding board for many of his
ideas
and their constant, bantering correspondence served as a
stimulus for his imagination.
Emerson, Ralph Waldo. The ''larks of Emerson. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1903 (rpt. New York: Ams Press, 1968).
This rNelve volume series contains Emerson's complete works
along ~vi th a biographical sketch and textual notes.
Gray, Henry D. Emerson: A Statement of New England
Transcendentalism
as Expressed in the Philosophy of Its Chief Exponent. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1917.
This work traces the birth of Transcendentalism in America,
as well as its relationship to Unitarianism. Despite its obvious debt to Coleridge and to German Romanticism, Gray points out
several characteristics which make New England Transcendentalism
uniquely American.
Hatthiessen, F. 0. American Renaissance: Art and Expression
in
the
Ag,e of Emerson and rihitman. New York: Oxford University Press,
1946.

This excellent critical work deals with the five major writers of what has come to be known as the American Renaissance Period. Structurally the volume is divided into four books,
the
first dealing with Emerson and Thoreau and the remaining
books
divided among Hawthorne, Mel ville and '1-ihi tman.
Thematically
Hatthiessen has traced, through the works of these l-1riters, such
common ideas as the relationship of the individual to society,
the nature of good and evil, and the concept of the poet
as
seer.
the
Messe, Elizabeth A. "Transcendentalism: The Metaphysics
of
Theme." American Literature. Vol. 47, pp. 1-20.
The primary focus of this study is on a discussion
of
Swedenborg's theory of correspondence and its eventual adoption
into American thought, first by Sampson Reed and later
by
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Orsini, G. N. G. Coleridge and German Idealism: A Study in the Historv
of Philosophy l>lith Unpublished Haterials from Coleridge's Manuscripts. Carbondale: So. Illinois University Press, 1969.
In this critical work, Orsini draws out passages in Coleridge's
Biographia Literaria and other works which are strikingly similar in content to passages by Kant, Schelling and other
German
Idealists. In refutation of the support which Coleridge
biographers, among them J. H. Muirhead and L. Hanson, have long given to Coleridge's claim to originality. It is Orsini's
welldocumented contention that Coleridge was directly influenced by
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the German philosophers and that rather than anticipating their
work in his earliel' vtritings as he claimed, he had in fact borrowed heavily from them. A good basic discussion of Coleridge's
theories, it was therefore helpful background for the study
of
Emerson.
Paul, Sherman. Emerson 1 s Angle of Vision: l1an and Nature
in
the
American Experience. Carriliridge: Harvard University Press, 1965.
An excellent commentary on Emerson's perception of the physical vrorld, the book discusses such key issues as Emerson's understanding of correspondence, his insistance upon the
importance of the eye and vision, and his life long struggle vrith Man's
conflicting needs for solitude and society.
Perry, Bliss, ed. The Heart of Emerson's Journals. Boston: , Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1926.
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Regan, EaX>lene Margaret. "A Literary Introduction to Emerson's Nature."
Anerican Transcendental Quarterlv, Vol. 30, pt. 3: 2-20.
Delving into what she views as the metaphorical aspects of
Emerson's Nature, Ms. Regan classifies the work as a cosmological
literature such as the book of Genesis or the Bagavad-Gita
and
calls Emerson a "Myth-Maker." Hhile the essay is not
particularly worthHhile to this study, it does contain some interesting
cormnents on the God-Nature-Man relationship.
Santayana, Geol'ge. "Emerson" in Interpretations of Poetry and Religion.
New York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1957. pp. 217-233.
The volume itself is a collection of previously
published
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poetry and
religion. The chapter on Emerson contends that the essayist is
remerrber'ed, not so much for the originality of his ideas, which
were by and large borrowed, but for the beauty and
originality
with which he presented them.
Wood, Barry. "The Grm-1th of the Soul: Coleridge's Dialectical
Method
and "che Strategy of Emerson's Nature."
FHLA, 91: 385-97.
Wood offers an informative study of Coleridge's distinction
between Reason and Understanding as it was adopted by
Emerson.
From this discussion he moves into a detailed explanation of the
progressive structure of Emerson's Nature.
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Bate, Walter Jackson. Criticism: The Major Texts. New York: Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1970.
This volume contains well-chosen excerpts from
literary
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Boynton, Percy H.

Literature and American Life:

For Students of Ameri-
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can Literature. Boston: Ginn and Co., 1936.
This genm.'al discussion of the development of literature in
America and its relationship to life in the United States begins
with the colonists and ends with a discussion of early 20th century writers. ¥mile not a highly critical volume, it none
the
less provides a good background of information dealing with the
evolution of,literary styles and thought in America.
Bradford, Robert "1-lhitmore. Journey into Nature: American Nature Ylriting
1733-1860. Doctoral Dissertation Series Publication No, 20,813.
Ann Arbor, Hichigan: University Hicrofilms, 1957.
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Cady, EdHin H., ed. Literature of the Early Republic. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and lfinston, Inc. , 1969, 2nd edition.
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Chassang, A. and Ch. Senninger, eds. Recueil de textes
litteraires
francais. Paris: Brodard-Taupin, 1966.
A survey of 19th century French literature, this work
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by Francois-Rene de Chateaubriand.
Clough, Wilson Ober. The Necessary Earth: Nature and Solitude in American Literature. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1964.
Tracing changing attitudes toward nature in early
America,
Clough emphasizes the role of the frontier and the development of
solitude as a literary theme. Clough's background material
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Flexner, James Thomas. That Wilder Image: The Painting of
America's
Native School Fr'O!i1Thomas Cole to Winslow Homer, Boston: Little,
Bro;nancl Company, 1962.
Basically a book about American painting, this work
discusses the simultaneous movement in literature to express
the
untamed beauty of the American landscape. Its primary interest
for this study was t~tat discussion, as well as its long section
dealing with Thomas Cole and his artistic themes, many of which
recu:.:' in Bryant's poetry.
Foerster, Norman. Nature in American Literature: Studies in the Modern
View of Nature. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923.
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such men as Cooper, Whitman and Muir. The chapters on Freneau,
Bryant and Emerson were of particular help to this study.
Franklin, Benjamin. Autobiography and Other Writings. ed. Russel
B.
Nye. Boston: Houghton Hifflin Co., 1958.
The text of the Autobiography follows that of Dr.
Max
Farrand's Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (University
of
California Press, 1949). The other selections in the book
are
from Albert Henry Smyth's ten volume The vlri tings of
Benjamin
Franklin (New York, 1905-07). Nye has included a chronology of
Franklin's life and a succinct biographical introduction.
Gombrich, E. H. Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Renresentation. Princeton: Princeton University
Press,
1969 (3~d. edition).
Basically a book on pictorial representation as the
title
suggests, this volume contains some fine discussions on perspective, illusions, and the importance that "mental set," or
what
an individual expects to see, has on what he believes he
has
observed. Such discussions bear also upon the poet's perception
of the physical world and thus were useful for this study.
Huth, Hans. Nature and the American: Three Centuries
of
Changing
Attitudes. Berkley: University of California P:."ess, 1957.
Huth describes the changes in American thought concerning nature from the Puritans to the Transcendentalists,
Dealing bothwith literary works by the famous and the not-so-famous,
the
volume contains worthwhile sections on Edwards, Freneau, Bryant,
and Emerson.

The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal
in AiTI'exTca: New York: Oxford University Press, 1964 (rpt. 1968).

Marx, Leo.

This e}:cellent volume studies the tension between
the two
traditional views of America as both the wild, primitive wilderness and the lush, pre-Adamic garden. It also deals with
the
introduction of techr,ology into the American landscape and
the
inevitable opposition to its arrival that was raised in American
literature.
Miller, Perry. Errand into the Wilderness. Cambridge: Beknap Press,
1956.
This collection of previously published essays by the author
deals vtith the American attitude toward nature as expressed
by
a nuwber of her writers and artists. Emphasis is on the "irreconcilable" opposition between nature and civilization.
of
and Thomas H. Johnson, eds. The Puritans: A Sourcebook
Their Writings, two volume edition. New York: Harper and Row"
1938 (rev. ed., 1963).
excerpts
This two volume work contains sermons, essays and
Divided
from the literature of the early American settlers.
manners~
into sections dealing with subjects such as history,
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biographies, and poetry, the volume also includes some excellent
background material on the Puritans by the editors.
Riley, Isaac Woodbridge. Amer.i.can Philosophy: The
York: Dodd, lviead and Co., 1907.
The volume discusses the development of
in the early years of the United States and
account of the evolution of thought f1•om
scendentalism.

Early Schools.

New

philosophical ideas
includes a detailed
Calvinism to
Tran-

Spiller, Robert E. et al., eds. Literary History of the United States.
2 volumes, 3rd. edition. New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1946
(rpt. 1966).
Divided into History and Bibliography, these two
volumes
provide the student of American literature with an excellent and
comprehensive guide to· the development of literature and literary trends in the United States, as well as an extremely useful source of articles and books for further study.
TI1e Bible. King James Version. Indianapolis: B. B. Kirkbride
Co. Inc., 1964.
This edition of the authorized version includes a
dance.

Bible
concor-

Thoreau, Henry David. A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961 ( rpt. of 18!+9 edition).
The Sentry Edition of this volume contains T.1creau's account
of the voyage along the Concord and Herrimack Rivers, along with
a biographical sketch by Emerson as it appeared in the 1849 edition.
Trent, William Peterfield et al., eds. The Cambridge History of American Literature. One volume edition. New York:
The ~~:acmillan
Co., 1917 (rpt. 1966).
The history is divided into essays, each of which deals with
a particular period of American literature from the settling of
the colonies to the early 20th century. Major literary themes
are covered and well-known writers are discussed. The section
on Bryant was especially helpful.
Townsend, Harvey Gates. Philosophical
Ideas in the United
States.
New York: American Book Company, 1934.
A survey of philosophical ideas in America
from Colonial
times to the Naturalism of the early 20th century, this volume
devotes a lengthy and fairly comprehensive chapter to Jonathan
Edwards.

